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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine ways to improve marketing efforts to
virtual world participants on the part of brands. In addressing this issue, this study built
and tested a full model of flow, separating the perceptions associated with the activity
from the resulting mental state. This research also connected flow with brand attitudes
and with behavioral intentions regarding online shopping. Data collected from 348
virtual world participants confirm that flow can be defined as a separate mental state with
at least two antecedents, as opposed to a unidemensional construct. Additionally, a
participant’s level of flow should have a positive and direct impact upon his/her attitude
about a brand and its associated products.

x

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction
Virtual worlds are defined by the National Science Foundation as “electronic
environments that visually mimic complex physical spaces, where people can interact
with each other and with virtual objects, and where people are represented by animated
characters” (Bainbridge 2007). These animated characters are known as avatars, which
function as a digital likeness created by the user to present his/her physical self in the
virtual world (Bray 2007; Schau 2003). Avatars are more than just a digital
representation of a virtual world participant. A virtual world participant’s avatar may
also represent a distinctly different ‘shadow’ consumer—one that is able to influence the
participant’s purchase of products, as well as make its own purchases in the virtual world
(Hemp 2006b). It is for this reason, among others, that virtual worlds are seen by some
as a foreshadowing of what the electronic commerce marketplace, and the Internet in
general, may shortly look like (Barnes 2008; Hemp 2006a; Hemp 2006b; Hemp 2006c;
Lui 2007). Recently, virtual worlds have garnered a great deal of attention from
companies attempting to market products sold through various brands.
Brands are logos, names, packaging designs, and other marketing mechanisms
used to help connect consumers with the products sold by a company (Aaker 1996; Aaker
2000). For example, electronics manufacturer Sony sells flat-panel television sets under
the Bravia brand name. Therefore, when a consumer purchases a Sony flat-panel
television, he is by extension purchasing a Bravia brand television, thereby connecting
the company, brand, and product with the consumer.
In order to fully exploit the potential of brands in virtual worlds, marketers must
first understand that virtual worlds are capable of distributing information in insightful,
multisensory, and intuitive ways through the aggregation of rich audio, video, text,
graphics, animation, and static images (Hong 2004; Lim 2000). Virtual worlds present
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information in a way that mimics reality and has the ability to attract and retain attention
and excite the imagination (Nisbett 1980). Virtual world participation facilitates a sense
of “being there,” that in some ways is consistent with the verisimilitude and richness of
being in a real brick and mortar retail environment (Biocca 1997; Klein 2003; Suh 2005;
Watson 2002). The sense of “being there” may serve to blur the line between the activity
and awareness of a virtual world participant, influencing his/her ability to enter into a
mental state known as flow, whereby his/her actions are characterized as being hyperfocused and without regard for, among other things, time and self-consciousness of action
(Csíkszentmihályi 1975). Flow is a mental state where attention, motivation, and the
situation meet, resulting in complete involvement in an activity (Csíkszentmihályi 1975).
Whether consciously realized or not, if the context in which a consumer experiences a
brand is immersive, the participant’s attitude about the brand may be positively
influenced. The richness of an experience during an engaging virtual world activity may
provide the context through which a participant’s attitude about a brand may be
influenced.
A similar relationship has been studied with video gamers. For example, while
heavily focusing on racing a car around a track, a participant in a video game may
become so immersed in the sense of “being there,” he/she fails to consciously notice the
advertisements marketing various branded products that are placed around the track
(Figure 1.1). However, because he/she was in flow while playing the game, his/her
mind’s subconscious embedded the advertisements into his/her memory, influencing
his/her feelings about the brands he/she observed (Mallinckrodt et al. 2007).

2

Figure 1.1: Advertising in Video Games (Image Source: Gran Tourismo 5)

The purpose of this study is to develop an understanding of the perception of
brands within virtual worlds from the viewpoint of those participating in them, and
ultimately improve our understanding of marketing to virtual world participants as
consumers. While examining this issue, this study seeks to fill another gap in the
literature by exploring the influence of flow on the brand attitudes and purchase intent of
consumers participating in virtual worlds. This examination focuses on products from
brands that may be purchased for use in a virtual world. In order to successfully test the
relationship between an individual’s perceptions of an activity, his/her optimal mental
state of flow, attitudes about a brand, and purchase intent of a branded product, this
research seeks to provide an important theoretical contribution by examining a full, but
reconceptualized model of flow with its key indicators. This expected contribution is
critical to not only establishing a foundation for flow theory’s use within the virtual world
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context, but also in creating a more consistent understanding of flow within the IS and
marketing literature streams, where the theory has been used inconsistently.
In addition to presenting an important human-computer interaction (HCI)
relationship for IS researchers to examine, this study has important implications of
marketers. Virtual worlds are rapidly growing, with market research firm Gartner
forecasting that by 2011, 80% of active internet users will have some sort of an avatar
presence within a virtual world (Dell 2007). Clearly, virtual worlds represent a new
channel and market that businesses would like to access. However, the relationships
between flow, brand attitude, and purchase intent have not yet been tested within the
context of virtual worlds resulting in a general question: How does engaging in branded
virtual world activities influence purchase intentions? More specifically:
•

To what extent do perceptions of a virtual world activity influence a
participant’s mental state of flow?

•

To what extent does a participant’s mental state of flow in the virtual
world influence his/her attitudes toward a brand?

•

To what extent do a virtual world participant’s attitudes toward a brand
influence his/her intention to purchase a branded product?

1.2 Expected Contributions of the Study
Despite the increasing attention that virtual worlds have seen with respect to
marketing by companies, little is known about the perception of brands within virtual
worlds, much less how a consumer’s experience with a brand in a virtual world may
influence intention to purchase a product. While virtual worlds are seen as a new way of
connecting consumers with a particular brand, many companies are leaving virtual worlds
(Hemp 2006c). This is due to a lack of avatar traffic to their respective virtual branding
spaces, or the places in which they market their brands within virtual worlds. The
abandonment of virtual worlds by corporate brands could be a result of an overreliance
upon the usage of static marketing imagery consisting of virtual billboards. Most
businesses appear to view virtual worlds simply as new channels for advertising products
and services. However, a strategy that has been successful in conventional electronic
commerce may not be successful in a virtual world. Most electronic commerce is
performed within two-dimensional channels unlike virtual worlds, which are highly
4

interactive, three-dimensional channels. As a result, prior literature focuses on twodimensional, rather than three-dimensional e-commerce, as well (Koufaris 2002)
Success in B2C electronic commerce hinges on an organization’s ability to
manage relationships between its product offerings, and its customers. Jiang & Benbasat
(2004) refer to this form of relationship management as para-social presence. Para refers
to the “distance” between consumers and Web sites, while social describes the “distance”
between consumers and products (Jiang 2004-05). Virtual worlds may provide an
opportunity to close this gap, by allowing highly engaging, subconscious connections to
be made with brands. By improving understanding of how an individual’s mental state
influences brand attitudes within virtual worlds, companies can begin to identify how
best to approach these participants from a marketing perspective. Such a potential
finding underscores the practical importance of this research. Ultimately, the results of
this study may help researchers to better understand aspects of consumer behavior within
virtual worlds, while helping businesses to better understand how to more effectively
market to virtual world participants as consumers.
1.3 Dissertation Overview
The remaining six chapters of this dissertation focus on the following: Chapter 2
reviews the literature covering the evolution of computer mediated communication
(CMC) to virtual world worlds, as well as flow theory, brand attitudes and purchase
intent, helping to establish how the marketing of brands may be different within virtual
worlds. The conceptual model is also presented. The research model and specific
hypotheses to be tested are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the research
methodology used in this study. Included in the fourth chapter is a discussion of the
independent and dependent variables, as well as the data collection process. Chapter 5
discusses the results of the data analysis. A review of the purpose and results of the
study, implications for theory and practice, as well as limitations, implications for future
research, and concluding remarks are provided in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
This study examines how flow enhances brand attitudes and purchase intent
within virtual worlds. It specifically focuses on the concepts and associated literature of
flow and brand attitudes, as they pertain to the retail presence in virtual worlds.
Understanding the relationship between flow, brand attitudes, and intention to purchase a
product within a virtual world provides important steps towards increasing our
knowledge of consumer behavior in these new computer-based environments. Little is
known about how to successfully market brands within virtual worlds. Businesses
attempting to market branded products have experienced traffic volatility to the virtual
world locations where the marketing takes place. As a result, many businesses have left
virtual worlds entirely.
This chapter begins with a brief discussion of virtual worlds in contrast to other
forms of computer mediated communication (CMC). A description of flow from past
studies is provided, followed by a discussion of the many ways in which flow has been
defined and measured. A discussion of how this study addresses those gaps is also
provided. Brand attitudes and purchase intent are also discussed. Lastly, the conceptual
model is presented.
2.2 Virtual Worlds as Forms of Computer Mediated Communication
CMC seems to be in a constant state of change with new formats and levels of
richness being developed on a continual basis. Computer users have witnessed a shift
from one-dimensional email to the vibrant virtual media experienced today. Email,
which was followed by ARPANET and the Internet, was first developed in the 1960’s at
MIT. The 1970’s brought Usenet, a form of Internet-like discussion system that
resembles an electronic bulletin board. Instant messaging, which allowed for
instantaneous communication between individuals using computers, was a technology
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developed in the 1970’s, but it gained widespread popularity in 1980’s and 1990’s. More
elaborate social network technology was developed in the 2000’s. Websites such as
Facebook and MySpace allow friends and coworkers to communicate and share
information with one another using customizable webpage profiles.
More recently, multimedia technologies have moved CMC away from distinctly
two-dimensional environments to three-dimensional virtual reality environments.
Throughout the 1990’s, computer graphics became richer, bringing forth more advanced
forms of multimedia. Virtual reality relies heavily on rich computer graphics and
multimedia (Jäkälä 2007). Such technologies were used by architects to graphically
visualize how a planned construction project would fit within a particular cityscape when
viewed from multiple angles.
Virtual reality has given way to a new form of interactive environment now
known as virtual worlds. Virtual worlds are electronic environments that visually mimic
complex physical spaces where participants can interact with each other and with virtual
objects, and where participants are represented by animated characters (Bainbridge
2007). Virtual worlds include telepresent qualities that more closely mimic real world
environments (e.g., America’s Army). Telepresence is the illusion that a computermediated experience is not mediated (Lombard 1997).
Virtual worlds include interactive massively multiplayer online role-playing
games (MMORPG) such as World of Warcraft, America’s Army, and EverQuest, which
allow users/players to compete with one another virtually through the Internet. Virtual
worlds like Club Penguin and IMVU are oriented towards three-dimensional social
networking. Virtual worlds such as Second Life and Active Worlds allow virtual user
and object interactions in a virtual reality-driven environment that lacks an overarching
gaming component.
One way virtual worlds can be characterized is based upon their level of realism
versus fantasy (Figure 2.1). Additionally, participants of virtual worlds sometimes
compete with one another in the pursuit of an overarching, progressive goal that directs
their behavior (Schultze 2008; Schultze 2007). Examples of progression, which might
occur in many of the fantasy oriented MMORPGs like World of Warcraft and EverQuest,
may include capturing a castle, slaying a dragon, or saving a princess. In such virtual
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worlds, interactions and activities are all linked with one another as users move through a
series of related goals, levels, and so on. However, other virtual worlds like Second Life
may be devoid of an overarching goal, allowing participants to freely explore the virtual
environment in an emergent manner.

Figure 2.1: Virtual Worlds Classified Using Shultze et al. (2008) Framework

People participate in virtual worlds for a variety of reasons. Virtual worlds allow
individuals to communicate and share ideas with one another, entertain each other, and
buy and sell real and virtual goods and services. Additionally, some virtual worlds such
as Second Life allow for the creation and ownership of virtual goods—a tactic which has
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been useful to businesses attempting to market goods and services in virtual worlds.
Therefore, virtual worlds are also seen by some as a first step towards a threedimensional form of electronic commerce known as virtual commerce (vCommerce), that
may eventually change the way in which we shop for goods and services on the Internet
(Dell 2007; Edery 2006). As a result, virtual worlds are seen by many businesses as a
new frontier for marketing (Bray 2007; Hemp 2006a; Hemp 2006b; Hemp 2006c;
Mallinckrodt et al. 2007). While researchers have already discovered the effectiveness of
marketing within three dimensional video games, this study investigates marketing within
virtual worlds. In doing so, this research aims to address some of the recent marketing
challenges businesses face within virtual worlds.
An example of how virtual world technology may become more prevalent within
the electronic retail environment includes IBM’s current investigation of the possibility
of avatar portability across server grids. For the consumer, this may mean that their
Second Life avatar could eventually be used for online shopping at multiple websites, or
even within other virtual worlds. In late 2006, executives from IBM gathered to discuss a
$10 million marketing endeavor within Second Life (Kirkpatrick 2007). Companies such
as Toyota, Reebok, and Sony also rushed to invest in creating a corporate brand presence
within Second Life in 2006. However, as of 2009, only one of the aforementioned
companies, IBM, still maintains a brand presence within the virtual world (Figure 2.2).
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Sample of Brands In SL (2006)

Sample of Brands In SL (2009)

Figure 2.2: Random Sample of Brands in Second Life (2006 vs. 2009)

Brands are the logos, names, packaging designs, and other marketing methods
that are used by companies to help connect the product offerings of the organization, and
the organization itself, within the minds of consumers (Aaker 1994). For example, the
distinctive shape of a cola bottle serves as a brand that helps a consumer connect the
product with that of the Coca-Cola Company. The link between the company and the
consumer created by the brand occurs subconsciously for the consumer (Lindstrom
2008). This link can be enhanced by creating a compelling, interactive online experience
with brand-related products, which virtual worlds are capable of providing (Hoffman
2000). Traditional “static” marketing strategies go against what research on interactivity
and branding suggests. Businesses can better connect with consumers in electronic
marketplaces by embedding branded products into exciting activities (Alba 1997;
Hoffman 1996; Hoffman 1999; Novak 2003; Novak 2000). Creating such compelling,
brand-related, online activities leads to a favorable mental state that allows the brand to
become embedded into the subconscious memory of the consumer. Flow may be the
optimal mental state through which this embeddedness occurs.
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2.3 Flow
The sections that follow serve to describe flow, review how flow has been defined
and measured, and identifies the theoretical gaps addressed by this study.
2.3.1 Flow: Described, but Not Consistently Defined
As far as computer-based environments are concerned, virtual worlds can provide
users with a unique feeling of being highly engaged and cognitively immersed in an
activity. The feeling of mental immersion is consistent with the concept of flow, which
has been extensively referenced across the fields of psychology, education, and music
(Csíkszentmihályi 1975). In sports psychology, flow is compared to “being in the zone”
during an activity. In addition to being spell-like and addictive, flow has been described
as being a sacred, self-transcending state, where a person’s inner voice has been silenced
(Belk 1989; Celsi 1993; McGinnis 2008). Jackson and Csíkszentmihályi (1999) cite
comments made by the late Formula 1 driver, Ayrton Senna, as an example of flow.
During qualifying for the 1988 Monaco Grand Prix, Senna said the following about his
mental state while driving:

"I was already on pole…and I just kept going. Suddenly, I was nearly two
seconds faster than anybody else, including my teammate with the same
car. And suddenly I realized that I was no longer driving the car
consciously. I was driving it by a kind of instinct, only I was in a different
dimension. It was like I was in a tunnel. Not only the tunnel under the
hotel but the whole circuit was a tunnel. I was just going and going, more
and more and more and more. I was way over the limit but still able to
find even more."

In his earliest writings on flow, Csíkszentmihályi (1975) describes flow as the
following:

“It is what the sailor holding a tight course feels when the wind
whips through her hair, when the boat lunges through the waves like a
colt—sails, hull, wind, and sea humming a harmony that vibrates in the
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sailor’s veins. It is what a painter feels when the colors on the canvas
begin to set up a magnetic tension with each other, and a new thing, a
living form, takes shape in front of the astonished creator.”
These quotes capture the essence of flow, which is helpful for explaining the
resulting attitudes and behavior of individuals who enjoy their work and play
(Csíkszentmihályi 1990; Quinn 2005). However, these quotes do little in terms of
providing an operational definition of flow. No agreed-upon definition of flow currently
exists (Csíkszentmihályi 1990; Csíkszentmihályi 1992; Quinn 2005). This means that
while many researchers have conceptually agreed upon what constitutes flow in a general
sense, they have not consistently measured flow, if they have actually measured it at all
(Hoffman 2009; Quinn 2005).
Csíkszentmihályi (1975; 1988; 1997) originally defined flow as being comprised
of as many as nine components/dimensions. The nine dimensions of flow that were
developed by Csíkszentmihályi (1975; 1990; 1992, 1993) are as follows: 1) Clear goals;
2) Loss of self-consciousness; 3) Focus; 4) Lost sense of time; 5) Explicit feedback; 6)
Sense of control over activity; 7) Ability vs. challenge balance; 8) Intrinsic pleasure of
action; and 9) Automaticity. These dimensions are all related to flow, and are
summarized in Table 2.1.
Combinations of each of these nine dimensions have been previously examined
for a variety of purposes within the literature. Clear goals are achieved through the
marriage of understood expectations of the task and a participant’s abilities and/or skills
(Csíkszentmihályi 1975; Csíkszentmihályi 1990: Csíkszentmihályi 1993). Clear goals
serve to direct a participant performing an activity, and have been shown to impact web
browsing, web navigation, and web design issues, but have yet to be examined within a
virtual world marketing context (Chen 2006; Chen 2000; Guo 2008; Hoffman 1996;
Novak 2003; Pace 2004; Pilke 2004).
The loss of self-consciousness occurs when a participant’s actions and level of
awareness merge, and the line of demarcation between the two is blurred as a result
(Csíkszentmihályi 1975; Csíkszentmihályi 1990; 1993). With a loss of selfconsciousness, the concerns of the individual are cast aside, because the person is
completely engrossed in the activity at hand. The loss of self-consciousness has been an
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important factor in literature examining user psychology in virtual reality environments
(Reid 2004).
When a participant becomes engrossed in an activity, a high level of focus and
concentration has usually been achieved (Ghani 1994; Li 2006; Nel 1999; Novak 2000;
Pace 2004; Rettie 2001; Trevino 1992; Webster 1993). Through focus, individuals
concentrate their full attention and devote themselves fully to the task at hand. For
instance, it has been suggested that consumers who focus more attention while shopping
online, are more likely to notice marketing and engage in impulse purchases (Koufaris
2002). Without focus, the participant might not be fully engaged in the activity, or may
simply quit.
Similarly, when engaged in an activity, an individual may lose or have a distorted
sense of time. (Chen 2006; Chen 2000; Guo 2008; Hoffman 1996; Novak 2000; Pace
2004; Rettie 2001; Skadberg 2004). Time alters perceptively, either slowing down or
speeding up, giving the perception that a participant has been engaged for a few minutes,
when in reality, hours have elapsed. Therefore, if a participant loses track of time, he/she
is more engaged in the activity at hand, and without this distortion of time, a participant
may simply quit and move on to some other activity (Csíkszentmihályi 1975).
Direct and explicit feedback to the participant allows him/her to adjust or modify
his/her actions (Csíkszentmihályi 1975; Csíkszentmihályi 1990; 1993). Feedback allows
participants to know whether they are succeeding in the set goal. Progress towards a goal
helps contribute to absorption in an activity (Trevino & Webster 1992; Webster et al.
1993; Ghani & Deshpande 1994; Ghani 1995; Jiang & Benbasat 2004; Klein 2003; Pace
2004; Li & Browne 2006; Chen 2006; Guo & Poole 2008).
The perception of control is one of the more frequently examined aspects of flow,
as seen in literature investigating its influence in web and software design and usage,
email, online gaming, and other online experiences (Ghani 1994; Guo 2008; Klein 2003;
Pace 2004; Rettie 2001). A sense of control is experienced without a participant actively
trying to exert control. For instance, athletes cite a feeling that they cannot imagine
anything going wrong during competition (Jackson 1996). It is the sense of exercising
control effortlessly that is central to the flow experience.
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Striking a balance between the user’s ability and challenge level with a task may
be critical to establishing flow. If the activity is too easy, the participant may experience
apathy or become bored and stop. Alternatively, if the activity is too hard for the
participant, he/she may begin to feel anxious, become overwhelmed and simply give up.
Therefore, when a participant’s skill is at just the right level to cope with the situational
demands of the activity, he/she is more likely to become immersed in the activity.
The importance of the activity being intrinsically rewarding to the participant may
also be critical to establishing flow (Chen 2006; Chen 2000; Li 2006; Novak 2003;
Novak 2000; Skadberg 2004). If a participant enjoys an activity that she is participating
in, she is more apt to continue participating in that activity. Agarwal & Karahanna
(2000) discuss the implications of the seductiveness and holding power of Internet
activities, finding that enjoyable activities help participants maintain their attention
during activities in which they are involved. Agarwal & Karahanna (2000) even cite
Turkle’s (1995) proposition that virtual worlds represent an example of a technology with
this capability.
With automaticity, involvement in the activity is so deep that it feels spontaneous
or automatic. Participants experiencing flow describe it as being “in the groove” and
“where things happen automatically” (Jackson 1996). When participants’ actions seem
automatic, they experience an action-awareness merger resulting in a heightened state of
flow.
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Table 2.1: Dimensions of Flow (As Described by Csíkszentmihályi 1975)
Dimensions of Flow
1. Clear Goals

2. Loss of self-consciousness

3. Focus
4. Lost sense of time

5. Explicit feedback

6. Sense of control

7. Ability vs. challenge
balance

8. Intrinsic pleasure of action

9. Automaticity

Description
Participants in a state of flow experience an
alignment between their expectations and their
skills
Participants in a state of flow experience a
merger of their actions and their level of
awareness that causes an individual’s
conscious mind to ignore external pressure
and judgment
Participants in a state of flow experience
enhanced levels of concentration
Participants in a state of flow become so
engrossed in what they are doing, that they
experiences a lost sense of time
Participants in a state of flow experience an
adjustment of their behavior based upon direct
and explicit feedback from their actions
Participants in a state of flow experience a
high level of perceived control over their
actions
Participants in a state of flow experience a
natural alignment between their actions and
tasks, where neither are too difficult nor too
easy
Participants in a state of flow experience
pleasure from their actions alone, rather than
external factors
Participants in a state of flow are driven by
automatic, non-conscious mental processes

Over time, researchers selected subsets of Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975) nine
dimension depiction of flow which they believed were specifically connected with their
studies and ignored others. Several new definitions were developed (Table 2.2), further
confusing the issue of what flow is exactly. Along with these new definitions came
different ways of measuring flow, which has further complicated our theoretical
understanding of flow.
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Table 2.2: Past Definitions of Flow
Flow is defined as…
“…the crucial component of
enjoyment.”
“…a mental state in which one is
completely focused, absorbed, and
engaged in an activity.”
“…an optimal, extremely enjoyable
experience when an individual engages
in an activity with total involvement,
concentration and enjoyment, and
experiences an intrinsic interest and the
sense of time distortion during his/her
engagement.”
“…the level of intrinsic enjoyment in an
activity, similar to the emotional
response of pleasure from
environmental psychology.”
“…an affective state when individuals
are involved in certain activities.”
“…merger of action and awareness.”
“…holistic sensation that people feel
when they act with total involvement.”
“…an ordered, negentropic state of
consciousness.”

Reference
Csíkszentmihályi (1975)
Csíkszentmihályi (1990; 1998) Park et al
(2008)
Chen, Wigand, & Nilan (2000)

Koufaris (2002)

Jiang & Benbasat (2004)
Quinn (2005)
Fullagar & Mills (2008)
Guo & Poole (2008)

2.3.2 Inconsistent Measurement of Flow
When flow was first developed, Csíkszentmihályi (1975) employed an Experience
Sampling Method (ESM) to assess the mental state of participants in work and play
(Jackson 2008). He interrupted subjects who were engaged in activities and then asked
them to describe their experiences. Phrases such as “lost sense of time” and “focus” were
offered as explanations for the subject’s feelings of “absorption in what one is doing”
(Jackson 2002; Nakamura 2002). These descriptions were combined with seven other
reoccurring themes, which were then categorized into “dimensions” of flow. Flow,
therefore, was not only being defined as the “holistic sensation that people feel when they
act with total involvement”, but was also being defined by the dimensions used to
characterize the experience.
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The extent to which each dimension was a part of flow was never fully evaluated.
This has led future researchers to inconsistently interpret which constructs should be
measured, as well as how they should be measured. The approaches used to measure
flow may be unidimensional or multidimensional (Hoffman 2009).
Within the marketing and IS literature streams, flow has been directly measured
using a narrative description of flow, followed by straightforward direct report
instruments (Novak et al. 2000; Novak et al. 2003). This approach positions flow as a
unidimensional construct, with a set of related constructs serving as either antecedents or
consequences of flow. Several researchers have utilized this approach via exact or
modified applications (Choi 2007; Hsu 2003; Luna 2008).
In contrast with direct unidimensional measures of flow, derived unidimensional
measures of flow have also been utilized (Hoffman 2009). Such measures create a
collective set of related constructs to build an overall measure of flow. A common
aggregate measure of flow is based upon the four-channel model of flow from
Csíkszentmihályi (1988), which uses challenge versus skill balance as an overall measure
of flow. In attempting to create short form measurement scales for flow, Jackson et al.
(2008) use such a method, as do Mathwick & Rigdon (2004), who identify a “flow
cluster” to examine navigational challenge and search skills for individuals on the
Internet. Ghani & Deshponde (1994) examine skills, challenges, and control in their
study of the interaction between humans and computers in the workplace. Prior
measurement of flow during online games has been performed using a six-item scale for
assessing curiosity, intrinsic interest, focus, and attention (Choi 2000).
Hoffman et al. (2009) state that unidimensional measures of flow offer advantages
in terms of ease of administration. However, such approaches also confuse the
distinction between antecedents and consequences of flow. Multidimensional measures
of flow present a solution to some of the concerns related to unidimensional measures.
As opposed to aggregating measures of flow into a single construct, researchers
utilizing a multidimensional approach measure each construct individually, then assess
each construct’s face validity as applied to various interpretations of flow. Such “based
upon flow theory” approaches also seemingly casually select various “dimensions” of
flow. Examples of such studies include examinations of interactivity, involvement,
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exploratory behavior, and other factors described as being flow-like (Richard 2005).
Agarwal and Karahanna (2000) examine flow-related factors in a structural equation
model examining the overarching construct of cognitive absorption. Cognitive
absorption is similar to flow, but lacks the positive feelings that may help to contribute to
attitudes about a brand. Koufaris (2002) circumvents flow completely by testing control,
concentration, enjoyment, and factors related to the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM). The argument has been made within the IS literature that the dimensions of flow
needing to be studied are those that are seen as pertaining to the specific technology or
information system being examined (Finneran 2005; Guo 2008). Perhaps just as
inconsistently as the IS literature, the marketing literature also utilizes flow dimensions as
indicators leading to a second order factor, but uses “interactivity” in place of flow for
examining success in marketing (McGinnis 2008; Sicilia 2005; Wang 2007).
Taken together, these multidimensional flow studies help to provide a better
understanding of the nature of factors related to flow, but fail to help shed light on the
actual mental state itself. Other disadvantages of this approach are its more complex data
collection process and statistical analysis procedures. However, such approaches do
provide a more “rational basis for selecting items” for measuring flow. Table 2.3
presents a summary of literature utilizing both the unidimensional and multimensional
approaches for measuring flow.
Unidimensional measures of flow are characterized by the ease of administration.
However, multidimensional measures of flow are more appropriate for examining
individual flow-related constructs as such an approach provides a more in-depth view of
factors that may contribute to flow. It has recently been suggested within the marketing
literature that wherever possible, multiple measures of flow should be used in
conjunction with a direct unidimensional approach such as that found within Hoffman &
Novak (1996), Pace (2004), or Agarwal & Karahanna (2000) (Hoffman 2009).
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Table 2.3: Uni vs. Multidimensional Flow (Adapted from Hoffman et al., 2009)
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Table 2.3 - Continued

2.3.3 Flow: Filling the Gaps
As stated by Choi, Kim, & Kim (2007), “the construct of flow is…too broad and
ill-defined due to the numerous ways it has been operationalized, tested and applied.”
Additionally, it has been posited that due to advances in current and emerging
technology, which include virtual worlds, it is important to resolve this issue (Hoffman
2009; Park 2008). In addition to answering the overarching research questions, this study
also seeks to address this theoretical concern.
First, a consistent operational definition for flow must be developed. Due to
Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975) use of ESM to develop flow, the original definition of flow (as
well as subsequent definitions) fails to separate the actual mental state from potential
antecedents. This holistic model fails to stipulate whether all nine indicators are
sufficient, or even necessary, for the activity-based experience to translate into a
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cognitive flow state (Quinn 2005). However, it is important to note that many subsequent
studies test the various dimensions of flow as separate antecedents of flow.
A solution to this problem, and potential major advancement to flow theory, is
separating the dimensions of flow from the mental state. In other words, the dimensions
of flow are actually how individuals perceive an activity, not indicators of the actual
mental state resulting from engaging in the activity. This study hypothesizes that the
formally described dimensions of flow are actually antecedents related to the activity an
individual is participating in, and the dimensions have been redefined to reflect this
conceptual change (Table 2.4). In the context of this study, the antecedents are
perceptions of a virtual world activity.

Table 2.4: Definitions of Perceptions of Activity
Dimensions of Flow
1. Clear Goals
2. Loss of self-consciousness

3. Focus
4. Lost sense of time
5. Explicit feedback
6. Sense of control
7. Ability vs. challenge
balance
8. Intrinsic pleasure of
action
9. Automaticity

Description
Alignment between expectations and skills
A merger of actions and a level of awareness
that causes a participant’s conscious mind to
ignore external pressure and judgment
Enhanced levels of concentration
The perception of time distortion
Information that a participant is succeeding
relative to the goal
High level of perceived control over actions
A natural alignment between actions and tasks,
where neither are too difficult nor too easy
The pleasure derived from the activity alone,
rather than external factors
Participants are driven by automatic, nonconscious mental processes

By separating the perceptions of the activity as distinct from the mental state, the
definition of flow used in this research is an optimal mental state where people perform
their best while engaging in activity. Inherent within this definition is the understanding
that “optimal” equates to a positive and intrinsically pleasing rather than a negative or
neutral mental state. This distinguishes flow from similar concepts such as cognitive
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absorption, which could also be view as an optimal mental state enabling individuals to
perform their best, but result from engaging in activities that are not positive in nature.
For example, individuals could be cognitively absorbed in a work-related activity that
they do not enjoy, such as coding data, or pulling victims from a burning car. Key to this
definition is the conceptualization of “optimal” as including perceptions of pleasure when
associating with the activity, as this pleasant feeling will then extend to the brand.
This definition is Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975) original, generally accepted
conceptual dimensional definition of flow. It is also supported by research which tests
his dimensions, albeit inconsistently (Hoffman 1996; Hoffman 2009; Hoffman 1999;
Hoffman 2000; Novak 2003; Novak 2000). This research contends that the perceptions
of an activity are different than an individual’s mental state. Separating the mental state
from antecedents related to the activity will help to address the theoretical and
measurement challenges with regards to flow.
This study utilizes a combined approach for measuring flow. The perceptions of
the activity are measured multidimensionally, thereby providing an assessment of each
individual flow indicator. The mental state of flow itself is measured unidimensionally.
This approach combines the advantages of both unidimensional and multidimensional
measures, as outlined by Hoffman & Novak (2009).
We are currently just beginning to understand virtual worlds, a technology for
which flow experiences will likely have important implications. Prior research dealing
with flow in e-commerce has examined websites represented in two dimensions, not three
dimensions. Note that the studies of flow in the MIS literature have all focused on
technologies representing two dimensional environments, thus the prior research
regarding flow and technology cited in this dissertation has all been conducted in two
dimensional virtual environments. While original flow research was conducted in the
real world (a multi-dimensional environment), little is known about flow in virtual
worlds. Hoffman & Novak (2009) note that “if we were beginning our study of Webbased flow today…we expect that we would have chosen virtual worlds rather than Web
browser navigation as the application for our conceptual model.” In light of this
statement, it seems that understanding the importance of flow within the virtual world
context is not only important for virtual world research, but also for the generalizability
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of the theory itself. Clarification of flow has been deemed important in extending our
knowledge of other marketing-related outcomes like attitude formation and behavioral
intentions (Mathwick 2004).
2.4 Brand
The sections below describe the definition of a brand, including how it relates to
the marketing and sales of products. Brand attitudes, and their connection to flow theory
are also discussed.
2.4.1 Brand Defined
A brand is defined as a “distinguishing name and/or symbol (such as a logo,
trademark, or package design) intended to identify the goods or services of either one
seller or a group of sellers, and to differentiate those goods or services from those of
competitors” (Aaker 1991). Relationships exist between a company, brand, and products
associated with a brand. Businesses own brands that market and sell products. For
example, the pain reliever paracetamal, also known as acetaminophen, is sold under the
Tylenol brand name. However, Tylenol is a brand owned by McNeil Consumer
Healthcare. All three entities are, therefore, related to one another.
A brand creates a perception about a product on the part of a consumer (Grannell
2004). Thus, as Aaker (1991) notes, a brand signals to a customer the source of a product
and protects both the customer and the producer from competitors who might attempt to
provide similar, or even identical, products. Examples of brands are experienced
everyday, whether realized or not. Oftentimes, the marketing of brands is not obvious.
For instance, the placement of a brand name within video games has been shown to
improve a person’s perception of a brand, as well as their ability to recall the brand prior
to a product purchase (Mallinckrodt et al. 2007).
Brands are a powerful force in the marketplace, as they can impact pro-forma
profit expectations. Brands also have tremendous potential for reaching consumers in
untapped markets (Broniarczyk 1994; Farquhar 1989; Srivastava 1991). For example,
Aaker (2000) discusses how Intel Corp. utilized its Intel brand to become the foremost
manufacturer of processor chips within the personal computer industry. Many consumers
probably recall the famous “Intel Inside” logo that was featured in Intel’s print,
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television, and packaging advertising, as seen in Figure 2.3. This brand awareness helped
Intel become a leader in the PC marketplace because consumers related the power of the
PC to Intel and not the PC manufacturer, such as Dell.

Figure 2.3: Intel Corp. Branding

2.4.2 Brand Attitudes
Attitudes are defined as “a particular evaluation of an object, which could
influence emotions, knowledge or behavior with regard to that object” (Ajzen 1980).
Brand attitudes, therefore, are defined as a consumer’s evaluation of a brand. Such
emotional evaluations may include whether or not a consumer likes, dislikes, or has a
positive or negative feeling about a brand.
A consumer’s attitude about a particular brand is a function of his exposure and
experience with a brand (Aaker 2001; Ajzen 1980). Customers tend to develop cognitive
connections with brands (Peterson 1972), through the creation of psychological
attachment, which “ties” a consumer to the brand (Raju 2009). This psychological
attachment is driven by a consumer’s experience with a brand, and becomes deeply
rooted within a participant’s psyche (Fournier 1998; Raju 2009). Experiences that have
positive notions tend to connote positive feelings about a brand. The reverse is also true,
emphasizing the importance of proper brand management, which involves managing the
marketing methods used for communicating the brand to consumers (Aaker 1991; Aaker
1994; Aaker 1996).
How activities with a brand become embedded into the subconscious memories of
consumers, thereby influencing their attitudes and purchase intent, is the focus of a multiyear neuromarketing study conducted by Professor Gemma Calvert (Chair of Applied
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Neuroimaging at the University of Warwick, England), Professor Richard Silberstein
(CEO of NeuroInsight, Austrailia), and renowned brand consultant, Martin Lindstrom.
The results of this extensive study are documented in Lindstrom’s 2008 book, Buyology,
and contribute to an overall understanding of the cognitive aspects of consumer behavior.
Their study used fMRI (functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and SST (steady-state
topography) technology to record the firing of neurological synapses and brain wave
patterns in each subject’s brain. Calvert, Silberstein, & Lindstrom’s (2008) experiment is
centered on brand placement within the popular television show, American Idol. Three
companies, Coca-Cola, Ford, and Cingular Wireless, each pay approximately $26 million
in annual sponsorship to advertise during the course of the show’s season. However,
their strategies are very different.
Subjects were tasked with watching American Idol, as well as another television
program. Both programs had various branded (brands directly affiliated with American
Idol) and unbranded products embedded within the show, as well as their commercial
breaks. The results of the brain scans revealed some striking conclusions. Subjects had
far better recall of brands that had been embedded into the show, as opposed to those that
simply aired conventional advertisements during commercial breaks. For example,
Cingular Wireless served as the official provider of wireless voting for the performances
of the show’s contestants. As a result of an engaging brand-related activity, its brand
became embedded into the memory of viewers (in this case, the subjects). Furthermore,
because their activity with the brand was positive, subjects had positive attitudes towards
the brand. Positive brand attitudes were concluded to influence future purchase
intentions.
This leads to an important insight influencing this dissertation: An engaging
experience with a brand helps it to become embedded into the memory of consumers, and
influences their attitudes and purchase intentions. Since flow is an optimal (positive)
mental state that results from engaging in an activity, brands that become embedded into
a virtual world participant’s subconscious memory during the flow state may strongly
influence a consumer’s attitudes towards that brand. Within a virtual world, a brand
experience might be as subtle as a subliminal ad placement within the environment, or be
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as complex as an event devoted to specifically marketing the brand to consumers
participating within the virtual world.
Several researchers have called attention to the need for research examining
flow’s relationship with brands in virtual worlds (Hemp 2006a; Hemp 2006c; Park 2008).
Hoffman & Novak (2009) go further by specifically calling for the need to study flow’s
relationship with brand attitudes within the virtual world context. This is due to the
relationship between brand attitudes and purchase intent, which has yet to be examined
within IS or marketing literature on virtual worlds (Choi 2007; Hoffman 2009; Hsu 2003;
Mathwick 2004; Richard 2005; Sanchez-Franco 2006).
2.5 Purchase Intent
Purchase intent is defined as the likelihood that a customer will purchase a good
(Grohmann 2009). Purchase intent has been thoroughly tested in the marketing literature,
and found to be a predictor of actual purchase (Aaker 1980; Chandon et al. 2005; Green
1978; Morwitz et al. 1993; Morwitz et al. 2007; Mullet 1985; Peterson 1982; Smith
1983). For example, marketing research has tested and linked purchase intention with a
customer’s willingness to pay a premium for a particular brand (Cronin 2000; Zeithaml
1996).
Purchase intent is frequently used as a dependent variable when examining how
attitudes, beliefs, or perceptions influence actual consumer behavior (Bower 2001a; Jiang
2004-05). Despite the existence of studies connecting brands with purchase intent, no
research currently examines what influence flow might have upon the relationship.
Furthermore, no studies have examined this relationship within the virtual world context,
despite calls for such research (Hoffman 2009; Park 2008).
2.6 Research Basis and Theoretical Model
The literature review performed reveals several gaps which serve as the basis for
this research. First, virtual worlds represent a significant evolution in technology,
combining levels of graphical and audio richness, as well as possibilities for social and
business interactions and transactions. Virtual worlds present new opportunities for
companies to market brands and their associated products. However, many companies
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have left virtual worlds, attributing the problem to lack of traffic to their branded virtual
world domains, rather than problems with their strategy used to market the brand.
Harnessing the capabilities of virtual worlds to create immersive activities may
help to subconsciously embed a brand into the minds of consumers through the optimal
mental state of flow (Hoffman 2009; Park 2008). Brands that become embedded within a
consumer’s mind influence the formation of attitudes about the brand (Fournier 1998;
Raju 2009). If a consumer’s attitudes about a brand are positive, the consumer will be
more prone to purchasing a product sold through the brand (Aaker 1994; Aaker 1996;
Aaker 2000; Dahlén 2009; Dahlén 2005; Mullet 1985).
The relationships between an individual’s perceptions of an activity, flow, brand
attitudes and purchase intent are outlined in the theoretical model presented in Figure 2.4.
However, as previously mentioned, these relationships have yet to be tested within the
virtual world context, where such an understanding could potentially have a tremendous
impact upon the success of companies marketing their products through virtual world
activities. This research seeks to examine these relationships by assessing the influence
of a brand-related virtual world activity upon an individual’s mental state, and the
influence this may have upon brand attitudes and behavioral intentions to purchase.

Figure 2.4: Theoretical Model

2.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter reviewed the evolution of CMC to virtual worlds. It also examined
prior literature on flow theory, including how flow has been inconsistently defined and
measured within the IS and marketing literature streams. Brands, brand attitudes, and
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their relationships with flow were discussed. Lastly, purchase intention was defined,
along with its connection with brand attitudes. Examining the relationship between flow,
brand attitudes, and purchase intent represents a critical knowledge gap that must be
examined in order to improve our understanding of marketing within virtual worlds.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH MODEL

3.1 Introduction
This research investigates how perceptions of a virtual world activity influence a
participant’s mental state of flow. It also examines the relationships between the
participant’s mental state of flow and his/her attitudes about a brand and subsequent
purchase intent. This serves to improve our knowledge of marketing within virtual
worlds by connecting a consumer’s mental state with behavioral outcomes.
3.2 Virtual World Activity and Flow
Several researchers who have published in the IS and marketing literature streams
have used the dimensions of flow described by Csíkszentmihályi (1975; 1988; 1990;
1993) as antecedents to a separate flow construct (Guo 2008). Studies of this nature have
been successful in achieving statistical significance, while also allowing researchers to
assess factors related to flow. As presented in Chapter 2, the factors related to
perceptions of the activity that influence a participant’s mental state during the activity
are:
•

Clear goals

•

Loss of self-consciousness

•

Focus

•

Lost sense of time

•

Explicit feedback

•

Sense of control

•

Ability vs. challenge balance

•

Intrinsic pleasure of action

•

Automaticity
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The specific hypotheses linking these perceptions of the activity to a participant’s level of
flow are provided below.
The goals of an activity, which can either be established prior to the activity or
developed during involvement with the activity, provide a participant with a strong sense
of purpose (Csíkszentmihályi 1975; Jackson 1996). Because flow is an optimal mental
state, and performance is improved when participants have specific goals motivating
them to exert effort, clear goals give participants a direction in which to exert their effort
(Latham 1999; Locke 1990; Quinn 2005). For example, flags used to indicate pin
placement might provide a virtual world golfer with a goal to strive for while swinging a
golf club at a virtual golf range. Without this goal clarity, interest in the activity may
wane. Therefore, goal clarity is thought to provide a strong sense of purpose, which
reduces the potential for distraction from the activity (Quinn 2005). Thus:

H1a (+):

A participant’s perceived level of goal clarity associated
with a virtual world activity positively influences his/her
level of flow.

The loss of self-consciousness occurs when an individual is only concerned with
the activity in which she is participating, and not about what other participants might be
thinking about her (Csíkszentmihályi 1990; Quinn 2005). A participant doesn’t focus on
concerns of self while in flow (Csíkszentmihályi 1975; Csíkszentmihályi 1990; Jackson
1999; Jackson 2002). This does not mean that an individual lacks awareness in regards to
what is happening to her mind, body, or being. Rather, the individual is not preoccupied
with it (Csíkszentmihályi 1975; Jackson 1996). A virtual world golfer who becomes
distracted with thoughts of what other participants might be thinking about her avatar’s
golf attire may not be in an optimal mental state relative to the task at hand. Therefore, if
individuals lose self-consciousness about themselves while performing an activity, higher
levels of flow may be achieved because individuals focus all of their attention on the
activity without attending to external distractions (Jackson & Marsh 1996). Therefore:
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H1b (+):

A participant’s loss of self-consciousness associated with
a virtual world activity positively influences his/her level
of flow.

Focus describes a participant’s concentration on an activity (Csíkszentmihályi
1975; Csíkszentmihályi 1990; Csíkszentmihályi 1993; Csíkszentmihályi 1988; Quinn
2005). Without focus, flow may not be achieved because an individual is not
concentrating on the task at hand, thereby preventing him from entering into the deeper
level of cognitive engagement that is characteristic of the flow state (Csíkszentmihályi
1990; Jackson & Marsh 1996; Quinn 2005). If a virtual world golfer is not focusing
while hitting golf balls, his shots may hook, slice, or not travel the distance desired, or
miss altogether, possibly resulting in frustration and distraction. Therefore, the more
focus and concentration on an activity, the deeper the mental engagement and level of
flow. Focus is important because without it, the participant is likely distracted from the
activity, which diminishes his sense of flow (Quinn 2005). This suggests:

H1c (+):

A participant’s loss of focus associated with a virtual
world activity positively influences his/her level of flow.

An individual who is very involved with an activity may experience a perception
that time is being transformed, with time being perceived as slowing down (thus,
providing the feeling that there is more “time to think”) or speeding up (thereby creating
the impression that time is “flying by”). Time may also become irrelevant
(Csíkszentmihályi 1990). For example, a person playing golf within a virtual world may
feel as though she has only been hitting golf balls for a few minutes, when in reality,
hours may have elapsed. If an individual becomes acutely aware of time and “watches
the clock” while conducting herself in an activity, her attention is diverted from the
activity itself. Thus flow may be diminished, or the optimal mental state may not even be
achieved (Csíkszentmihályi 1975; 1990; Jackson & Marsh 1996; 2000).
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H1d (+):

A participant’s lost sense of time associated with a
virtual world activity positively influences his/her level
of flow.

Individuals need to experience immediate and clear feedback regarding their
actions during participation in an activity (Csíkszentmihályi 1988; Jackson 1999; Jackson
1996). This provides an individual with the information necessary to determine whether
he is succeeding in relation to his goal. An individual must have quick, clear feedback,
as opposed to unclear feedback, in order to respond appropriately during the activity
(Quinn 2005; Sterman 1989). Without such feedback, it may not be possible for
individuals to achieve flow while performing the activity. When feedback is clear, the
individual need not exert cognitive effort to assess the feedback, which increases
absorption in the activity. For example, if the virtual world golfer is unable to quickly
and easily determine how close his golf balls are landing to the pin, his interest and
absorption in the activity will decrease. Thus, the perception of clear feedback during an
activity is expected to influence an individual’s level of flow because it indicates to the
participant that his actions are consistent with and not distracting them from the activity.
Therefore:

H1e (+):

A participant’s perception of explicit feedback
associated with a virtual world activity positively
influences his/her level of flow.

The perception of control describes the sensation individuals have when in
command of their actions, without feeling as though they are consciously trying to exert
control (Csíkszentmihályi 1990; Csíkszentmihályi 1988; Jackson 1999; Jackson 1996).
Without having the perception of control over their actions, it may not be possible for
individuals to achieve flow (Csíkszentmihályi 1975; 1990; Jackson & Marsh 1996; 2000;
Quinn 2005). In this instance, a virtual world golfer who cannot control her avatar’s
swing may not be able to achieve flow during a virtual world golf activity. When an
individual feels “in control,” she can focus more on the activity rather than on
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maintaining control. This should lead to a higher cognitive flow state in a virtual world
because the participant is not exerting undue mental effort to control her avatar.
Therefore:

H1f (+):

A participant’s perceived sense of control associated
with a virtual world activity positively influences his/her
level of flow.

The ability vs. challenge balance dimension is what Csíkszentmihályi (1988)
describes as occurring when an individual’s skills or ability are appropriately aligned
with the demands of the challenge or situation at hand. Achieving this balance and using
skills to the utmost, may be necessary for a participant to achieve flow (Quinn 2005). If
the challenge facing the individual and his abilities are not appropriately balanced, a reframing of the activity must take place to maintain focus, possibly even during the
activity, which would interrupt or preclude flow from occurring (Orlikowski 2000; Quinn
2005). For instance, if the golf course is too difficult for the skill level of the participant,
apathy results. He may have to stop to read instructions posted on an online blog, or may
simply quit the activity. This would prevent flow from being attained because it would
distract the participant from the activity at hand. Given this:

H1g (+):

A participant’s perceived ability vs. challenge balance
associated with a virtual world activity positively
influences his/her level of flow.

Intrinsic pleasure of action is also referred to as an autotelic experience, which is
derived from the Greek words auto (self) and telos (goal). This dimension refers to an
intrinsically rewarding experience regarding an activity that is done for its own sake,
without any expectation of a resulting reward or benefit (Csíkszentmihályi 1990;
Csíkszentmihályi 1988; Jackson 1999; Jackson 1996). A pleasurable activity may help to
induce an optimal mental state. This may cause the individual performing a certain
activity to be reluctant to quit the activity. For example, the virtual world participant who
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finds immense pleasure in the simple act of hitting virtual golf balls will likely become
more immersed in the activity, thereby enabling her to achieve a higher cognitive flow
state. A participant who is enjoying an activity will likely be more apt to continue that
activity, thereby improving their ability to enter into or maintain a flow mental state.
Given this, the following relationship is hypothesized:

H1h (+):

A participant’s perceived intrinsic pleasure of action
associated with a virtual world activity positively
influences his/her level of flow.

Csíkszentmihályi (1975) states that the merger of a participant’s action and
awareness is “perhaps, the clearest sign of flow.” What Csíkszentmihályi may have been
describing, but mislabeled like Quinn (2005), is a concept known as automaticity. As
described by research in social psychology, ample evidence has been provided to
conclude “that people are often unaware of their mental processes, not conscious of how
or why they think or behave as they do, and they are often driven by automatic, nonconscious mental processes” (Bargh 1999; Lane 2007; Nisbett 1977; Wilson 1994). The
automaticity dimension describes an involvement in an activity that is so deep, that an
individual’s actions feel as though they are automatic (Csíkszentmihályi 1990;
Csíkszentmihályi 1988; Jackson 1999; Jackson 1996). If a participant’s actions do not
feel to be automatic, she may feel anxiety or boredom and not become immersed in the
activity. For example, the virtual world golfer who must consciously think about her
swing tempo during a virtual golf activity would be less likely to achieve automatic, nonconscious mental processes. This is important because if actions are not perceived as
being automatic, a participant may not experience a flow state. Therefore, the following
relationship is hypothesized:

H1i (+):

A participant’s perceived automaticity associated with a
virtual world activity positively influences his/her level
of flow.
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Figure 3.1 depicts a summary of the hypothesized relationships between this
study’s reconceptualized flow construct and its antecedents.

Figure 3.1: Summary of H1a-H1i (Perceptions of Activity and Flow)
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3.3 Brand Attitude
As an individual’s exposure and experience with a brand increases, the brand
becomes embedded into his subconscious memory (Aaker 1997; Keller 1998; Keller et
al. 2003; Mallinckrodt et al. 2007). This can occur regardless of whether the consumer is
consciously aware of a brand being marketed to them, or not. For example, Hemp (2006)
notes that Wells Fargo Bank attempts to embed its brand into the minds of Second Life
participants by leveraging its well-known stagecoach logo to develop “Stagecoach
Island” within the popular virtual world. Building upon this example, a virtual world
golfer’s level of flow during a brand related activity on “Callaway Island,” may influence
her ability to associate the place and activity with the brand’s products. This is similar to
what Lindstrom and colleagues (2008) noted in their experiment with brands placed
within the context of the TV show, American Idol. Coca-Cola, which served as the
official soft drink of the program, painted audition rooms in the same color as the logo of
their brand. Viewers of the show quickly and subconsciously associated the red color
with Coca-Cola (Lindstrom 2008).
The optimal mental state of mind that an individual achieves during flow may
provide a deepened, enhanced, and subconscious level of exposure with a brand.
Additionally, because flow is tied to activities that are intrinsically motivating and
absorbing, it provides an important experience-based contextual foundation upon which a
participant can relate to the brand. As a result of flow, the psychological brand
attachment upon which brand attitudes are formed is more deeply developed.

H2 (+):

A participant’s level of flow associated with a virtual
world activity positively influences his/her affirmative
attitude about a brand.

Figure 3.2 summarizes the hypothesized relationship between flow and brand
attitude.
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Figure 3.2: Summary of H2 (Flow and Brand Attitude)

3.4 Purchase Intent
Purchase intent refers to the likelihood that a customer will purchase a good
(Grohmann 2009). The link between a customer’s intention to purchase a product or
service and purchasing behavior has been thoroughly tested within the marketing
literature (Aaker 1980; Chandon et al. 2005; Green 1978; Morwitz et al. 1993; Morwitz
et al. 2007; Mullet 1985; Peterson 1982; Smith 1983). Driving the intent and actual
purchase of a product is the formation of an attitude towards the brand and its product(s)
(Aaker 1994; Aaker 1996; Engel et al. 1986). It has been asserted that most studies
associated with customer purchase behavior assume that purchase intentions are an
outcome of consumer attitudes (Jiang 2005). Marketing research has successfully tested
and qualified the relationship between purchase intention and attitudes about a brand
(Ajzen 1980; Cronin 2000; Hoffman 2009; Mathwick 2004; Zeithaml 1996). However,
the link between brand attitudes and purchase intent has not yet been tested within virtual
worlds. The following hypothesis is formulated for testing the relationship between
brand attitudes and purchase intent within the virtual world context:

H3 (+):

A participant’s affirmative attitude about a brand
positively influences his/her intention to purchase a
product offered by the brand.

The complete research model, including all hypothesized relationships between an
individual’s perceptions of an activity, flow, brand attitudes, and purchase intent, is
depicted and summarized in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Model of Hypotheses
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Table 3.1: Summary of Hypotheses

H1a (+):

Flow
A participant’s perceived level of goal clarity associated with a
virtual world activity positively influences his/her level of flow.

H1b (+):

A participant’s loss of self-consciousness associated with a virtual
world activity positively influences his/her level of flow.

H1c (+):

A participant’s focus associated with a virtual world activity
positively influences his/her level of flow.

H1d (+):

A participant’s lost sense of time associated with a virtual world
activity positively influences his/her level of flow.

H1e (+):

A participant’s perception of explicit feedback associated with a
virtual world activity positively influences his/her level of flow.

H1f (+):

A participant’s perceived sense of control associated with a virtual
world activity positively influences his/her level of flow.

H1g (+):

A participant’s perceived ability vs. challenge balance associated
with a virtual world activity positively influences his/her level of
flow.

H1h (+):

A participant’s perceived intrinsic pleasure of action associated
with a virtual world activity positively influences his/her level of
flow.

H1i (+):

A participant’s perceived automaticity associated with a virtual
world activity positively influences his/her level of flow.

H2 (+):

H3 (+):

Brand Attitudes
A participant’s level of flow associated with a virtual world activity
positively influences his/her affirmative attitude about a brand.
Purchase Intent
A participant’s affirmative attitude about a brand positively
influences his/her intention to purchase a product offered by a
brand.
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3.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented each hypothesized relationship between the constructs of
interest within this study, connecting perceptions of an activity with flow, brand attitudes,
and purchase intent. Chapter 4 describes the methodology used in this study. The
specific research design, as well as the elucidation of the experimental procedures and
data collection methods are provided.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY

4.1 Introduction
The previous chapters presented the conceptual and research models to be tested
within this study, and also discussed the hypothesized relationships between the
independent and dependent variables. The purpose of this chapter is to outline the
research methodology used to test the hypothesized relationships for this investigation.
Chapter 4 discusses the unit of analysis, the population of interest, and the sampling
frame. Next, the selected research design and data collection procedures, as well as the
measures used for assessing the independent and dependent variable relationships, are
discussed. Finally, the data analysis strategy is provided, along with a discussion of
sample size, chosen data analysis technique, and pilot test of the survey instrument.
4.2 Unit of Analysis
The cognitive experience, perceptions, and behavioral intentions of individual
virtual world participants serve as the focal point for this study. Therefore, the
hypothesized relationships are examined at the individual level of analysis. This is
consistent with prior literature using flow theory (Csíkszentmihályi 1975;
Csíkszentmihályi 1990; Quinn 2005).
4.3 Population and Sampling Frame
The primary goal of this research is to test the hypothesized relationships between
perceptions of a virtual world activity and flow in relation to virtual world brand attitude
perceptions and purchase intent. The population is therefore virtual world participants.
The sample represents those members of the population that are available to be selected
(Fowler 2002).
The sampling frame for this research encompasses Entropia Universe participants
who self-select to participate from the population of virtual world users. Entropia
Universe, operated by the Swedish firm MindArk PE AB, is an appropriate virtual world
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from which to collect data, because it is balanced between levels of reality, fantasy,
progressiveness, and emergence (Schultze 2008; Schultze 2007). While the largest
proportion of its user-base resides within the United States, a significant number of its
users dwell in other parts of the world, including Europe and Asia, which will ultimately
enhance the generalizability of findings. Additionally, both virtual and real goods and
services are sold within Entropia Universe. These transactions are facilitated through
virtual financial clearinghouses within Entropia Universe, which also happen to have
been granted a real-life banking license by the Swedish government in March, 2009.
Therefore, by pulling from this sample, it is likely that study participants are already
accustomed to making purchase decisions within a virtual world context.
4.4 Data Collection
This study utilized a field experiment with a survey research design to collect data
for testing the hypothesized relationships between perceptions of a virtual world activity,
flow, brand attitudes, and purchase intent. The experiment consisted of two phases.
Within the first phase, study participants were directed to participate in a specified brandrelated activity within Entropia Universe. Study participants took part in an annually
held, virtual beauty contest, known as the “Miss Calypso Pageant,” that was organized by
Entropia Universe participants.
Entropia Universe is a three dimensional computer based environment owned and
operated by MindArk PE AB. Entropia Universe is one of the most profitable virtual
worlds currently in existence. It is also one of the most diverse in terms of its levels of
progression vs. emergence and fantasy vs. reality. Additionally, Entropia Universe runs
one of the most complex graphics engines currently available for online gaming, helping
to bridge the gap between the real and virtual worlds with regards to what a participant
“sees.”
Planet Calypso, where the Miss Calypso Pageant is annually held, is one virtual
“planet” within the Entropia Universe. Activities on Planet Calypso consist of online
gaming and various social activities. The Miss Calypso Pageant, which was sponsored
by First Planet Company, a subsidiary of MindArk, consisted of three categories. These
categories were casual/evening wear, swimsuit, and armor. During each of the three
competition categories, several outfits from the Planet Calypso virtual brand were
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modeled by avatars walking along a catwalk. The clothing designs and Planet Calypso
brand are the creation of fashion designers at First Planet Company. A screenshot from a
prior year’s Miss Calypso Pageant, which depicts the general environment participants in
the pageant experienced, is provided in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Example Environment for the Miss Calypso Pageant

The Miss Calypso Pageant lasted approximately one hour, during which time
study participants watched the competitors and voted upon those that they thought were
the most attractive. Although study participants were primarily focused upon the event
taking place around them, advertisements for the Planet Calypso clothing brand were
prominently displayed on banners and signs around the stage. Additionally, periodic
announcements designed to call the activity participants’ attention to the brand, Planet
Calypso, were made at the beginning of each of the three segments of the virtual beauty
pageant. A description of how the beauty pageant relates to each perception of the
activity is summarized within Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Beauty Pageant and Corresponding Perceptions of the Activity
Perception of
Activity

Anticipated Level Met
by Activity
(Low, Medium, High)

Description of How Activity Corresponds to
Flow Antecedents

Clear goals

Low

Participants are engaged in a primarily social
activity and not a competitive activity.
Participants are there to watch and vote on
fashions, but may not attribute a specific goal to
the activity.

Loss of selfconsciousness

Medium

Given that the context of the activity is a beauty
pageant, participants may anticipate that they
will be judged by others on their appearance.

Focus

High

Participants are predicted to be highly focused
on watching the stage and observing the model
avatars.

Lost sense of
time

High

Since the activity is more social in nature, it is
anticipated that participants will lose track of
time by virtue of their involvement in the event
and engagement with other attendees.

Explicit
feedback

High

Audience members should be able to gauge the
reaction of other audience members and quickly
receive the voting results from each round as they
are tallied electronically.

Sense of control

High

Audience members are milling about, standing,
watching and socializing with others. These
actions are easily controlled by experienced
virtual world users.

Ability vs.
challenge
balance

Medium

As opposed to a virtual quest which might be
more challenging, serving as an audience
member presents participants with a lesser
challenge and may be perceived too easy relative
to their abilities.

Intrinsic
pleasure of
action

High

As a primarily social event, it is anticipated that
the beauty pageant activity will be enjoyable for
all participants.

Automaticity

High

It is anticipated that participants will manipulate
their avatars through seemingly automatic,
subconscious thought processes.

In the second phase of the experiment, following participation in the virtual
beauty pageant, study participants completed an online survey. Surveys are deemed
appropriate when the research focuses on a contemporary event (Yin 2003). Both
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qualitative and quantitative data were captured from the subjects participating in the
study.
4.5 Measures
This section presents the measures that were used in this research. Wherever
possible, instruments which have been validated in prior IS, marketing, and psychology
research are employed. Using validated instruments contributes to the rigor of the
research, assists in triangulation of results with prior studies, brings greater clarity to the
interpretation of results, and increases confidence in the study’s findings (Straub 1989).
All measurement items for this study are provided in Appendices C and D.
4.5.1 Perceptions of the Activity
One of the potential contributions of this study is in testing flow as a construct
separate from each of its originally identified dimensions. As previously discussed,
recent studies have called for an examination of flow’s dimensions, repositioned as
antecedents (Guo 2008; Quinn 2005). Therefore, these dimensions were conceptualized
as perceptions of the activity influencing the mental state of the participant. The
perceptions of the activity were measured using validated items adapted directly from the
Flow State Scale II (FSS II) (Jackson 2002). FSS II (Figure 4.2) has proven reliable in
prior research, and therefore deemed appropriate for measuring each variable (Quinn
2005). Respondents indicated the extent to which they agreed with each of the 36 items
presented, via a 5 point Likert based scale (1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree).
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Figure 4.2: Measurement Items for Perceptions of the Activity
(Adapted from Jackson and Eklund 2002-FSS II)
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4.5.2 Flow
Flow is an optimal mental state. Inherent in this definition is an individual’s
feeling of being absorbed, engrossed, or involved in the activity in which they are
participating. This mental feeling is positive, as opposed to having a negative
connotation.
The definition of flow outlined above is built upon prior literature from
Csíkszentmihályi (1975). The three items for measuring flow (Figure 4.3) focus
specifically on capturing an individual’s feeling of mental involvement. These
measurement items are adapted from Hoffman and Novak (2000) and Korzaan (2003).
Respondents indicated the extent to which they agreed using the scales presented in
Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Measurement Items for Flow
(Adapted from Hoffman et al. 2000; Korzaan 2003)

4.5.3 Brand Attitude
Brand attitude is defined as a consumer’s evaluation of a brand. A brand creates a
“bundle of audience perceptions about a product or service” (Grannell 2004). Five items
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adapted from Mackay et al. (1999) are used for examining brand attitude. These
measures are widely accepted within the marketing literature stream (Figure 4.4).
Respondents indicated their attitudes via a 7 point semantic differential scale.

Figure 4.4: Measurement Items for Brand Attitude
(Adapted from Mackay et al. 1999)

4.5.4 Purchase Intent
Purchase intent is the extent to which a consumer believes that he/she will
purchase a product at some point within the future (Bower 2001a; Bower 2001b). This
research uses three items (Table 4.5) of purchase intent, each of which were adapted from
previous research (Limayem et al. 2000; Korzaan 2003). Respondents indicated the
extent to which they agreed with each of the items presented via a 5 point Likert based
scale (1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree).

Figure 4.5: Measurement Items for Purchase Intent
(Adapted from Limayem et al. 2000; Korzaan 2003)
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4.6 Construct Validity Assessment
An assessment of construct validity was conducted to refine the survey instrument
and establish content validity. The construct assessment consisted of providing a group
of business academics and virtual world users with two listings. The first listing
contained the theoretical constructs and the second contained the items intended to
measure the constructs of interest within the study. Members of the expert group were
asked to match the items to their respective construct and to provide comments on any
items which were questionable. The results of this assessment revealed an exact match
between the survey items and constructs of interest.
4.7 Data Analysis
The data analysis method used is structural equation modeling (SEM), as
implemented in AMOS. SEM was selected due to 1) its ability to assess model fit, and;
2) its ability to assess complex path models. The data analysis was conducted in two
stages. The first stage consisted of assessing the fit of the measurement model. In this
stage, construct validity was further established by assessing the convergent and
discriminant validities of the constructs, as well as establishing the reliability of the
instrument. Additionally, a factor analysis was performed as part of assessing the
measurement model to test for common method bias.
The second stage consisted of testing the hypotheses. While AMOS estimates the
measurement and structural model together, the assessment of the structural model
occurred in this stage. The hypothesis testing was performed by evaluating the various
path coefficients for statistical significance.
4.8 Sample Size Calculation & Power Analysis
The determination of the appropriate sample size necessary to evaluate the
hypotheses is contingent upon two calculations: 1) the sample size necessary for the
chosen data analysis method, and; 2) the necessary sample size for achieving sufficient
statistical power to detect the effect. This research may influence organizational level
marketing strategies, but seeks the perceptions of individual consumers. Given, 1) the
use of multi-item scales; 2) the hypothesized model is a path model; and, 3) its
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acceptance in IS and marketing research, AMOS was used to evaluate the hypothesized
research model (Chin 1999; Chin 1998; Wold 1982).
Chin and Newsted (1999) suggest that the minimum sample size necessary for
SEM to assess component loadings is ten times the larger of either 1) the latent variable
with the largest number of indicators or 2) the dependent endogenous variable with the
largest number of paths leading to it. Based upon an examination of the model, it was
determined that, a minimum of 120 subjects was needed to test the relationships outlined.
This subject pool size was determined by a power analysis based on a 0.23 effect size
with a power of 0.80.
4.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the research methodology to be used for testing the
hypothesized relationships, as well as the sampling frame, the selected research design
and data collection procedures, and the measures used for assessing the independent and
dependent variables. Also, the data analysis strategy was provided, along with a
discussion of sample size, chosen data analysis technique, and pilot test of the survey
instrument. Chapter 5 discusses the results of the hypothesized relationships presented in
Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS

5.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the data analysis. First,
results of the sample demographics are provided. Next, the results of the hypothesized
model are provided. This includes the results of the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA),
as well as the test of the structural model. Lastly, a discussion of the results of an
alternate model assessed during the post-hoc analysis is presented.
5.2 Sample Analysis
A total of 411 surveys were completed in this study. Sixty-three of the subject
responses were not valid. This data was eliminated from the data set because the subjects
retook the survey multiple times, as determined by a review of the avatar name reported
as well as the reported IP address.
Following the removal of unusable responses, a total of 348 valid responses were
collected. Of the 348 usable responses, over 92% of respondents were between the ages
of 18-45, with the largest group (41%) being between 26 and 35 years of age.
Approximately 80% of the subjects had at least some college level education, with 40%
having completed a bachelors, masters, or doctorate (or equivalent).
Approximately 98% of subjects participate in virtual worlds multiple times per
month. Roughly 94% of subjects participated in virtual worlds as many as seven times
per week. Similarly, 98% of subjects reported their experience with virtual worlds to be
between “medium” and “extremely high,” with the greatest percentage (41%) falling
within the latter group. This finding represents a response bias, given that such a large
percentage of Miss Calypso participants have a very high level of experience in virtual
worlds. A discussion with a representative of MindArk confirmed that this was the norm
for Miss Calypso, as well as Entropia Universe.
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Approximately 82% or 286 Miss Calypso participants were male in real life,
while 62 or 18% were female. In terms of avatar gender, 221 or 64% of subjects reported
that they were male, while 36% of respondents were female. It is interesting to note that
roughly 65 of the real life male subjects, or 18%, use female avatars. A discussion with
the senior management at MindArk, the parent company of First Planet Company and
Planet Calypso, indicated that these statistics were consistent with prior Miss Calypso
beauty pageants. They are also generalizable to Planet Calypso. The demographics of
the sample are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Summary of Sample Demographics
Age
18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
>65
Total

Count
110
143
67
25
3
0
348

%
32%
41%
19%
7%
1%
0%
100%

Education
Junior High
High School
Some College
Bachelors
Masters
Doctorate
Total

Count
5
67
140
90
40
6
348

%
1%
19%
40%
27%
11%
2%
100%

Virtual World Participation
1-7 Times/Week
Twice a Month
Once a Month
Every Other Month
Once Every 6 Months
Once a Year
Total

Count
327
13
5
2
1
0
348

%
94%
4%
1%
1%
0%
0%
100%

Virtual World Experience
Extremely Low
Low
Medium
High
Extremely High
Total

Count
2
3
75
124
144
348

%
0.50%
0.50%
22%
36%
41%
100%

Real Gender
Male
Female
Total

Count
286
62
348

%
82%
18%
100%

Avatar Gender
Male
Female
Total

Count
221
127
348

%
64%
36%
100%
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5.2 Results of the Hypothesized Model
A two-step approach was taken to assess the hypothesized model (Anderson
1988). The first step involves the use of a CFA for validating the measurement model.
This includes tests for construct validity, reliability, and convergent and discriminant
validity. The second step involves the test of the structural model.
5.2.1 Assessment of the Measurement Model
The quality of measurement for the 12 primary latent variables was assessed using
a CFA (Anderson 1988; Anderson 1992). An all-inclusive measurement model,
including each observed indicator, was estimated. Within this model, each observed
variable was forced to load on its respective latent variable, and was not allowed to crossload. The items that loaded higher than the generally accepted 0.60 threshold, but low on
the remaining factors, were retained.
The factor loadings for each the 47 items were all above the 0.60 threshold,
ranging from 0.61-0.93, with the exception of four items. These items consisted of F2,
ACB1, BA2, and BA4, which loaded at 0.48, 0.58, -0.73, and -0.77, respectively. The
latter two items, BA2 and BA4, were reverse coded, which often results in measurement
error. Since three strong items remained, BA2 and BA4 were dropped. The dropped
items are highlighted in Table 5.2. The factor loadings for the remaining 43 items appear
in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.2: Dropped Scale Items
M y attention was focused entirely on what I
was doing.
It was no effort to keep my mind on what
was happening
I had total concentration.
I was completely focused on the task at
hand.
I was challenged, but my skills allowed me
to meet the challenge.
M y abilities matched the challenge of the
activity.
I felt the demands of the activity matched
my level of competency.
The challenge of the activity and my skills
were at an equal level.
Appealing/Unappealing
Bad/Good
Pleasant/Unpleasant
Favorable/Unfavorable
Likable/Unlikable

F1
F2
F3
F4
ACB1
ACB2
ACB3
ACB4
BA1
BA2
BA3
BA4
BA5
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Table 5.3: Factor Loadings

CG1
CG2
CG3
CG4
LSC1
LSC2
LSC3
LSC4
F1
F3
F4
LT1
LT2
LT3
LT4
EF1
EF2
EF3
EF4
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
ACB2
ACB3
ACB4
IPA1
IPA2
IPA3
IPA4
AUTO1
AUTO2
AUTO3
AUTO4
FLOW1
FLOW2
FLOW3
BA1
BA3
BA5
PI1
PI2
PI3

CG
0.75
0.70
0.67
0.73
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.14
0.29
0.27
0.22
-0.02
0.11
0.04
0.04
0.19
0.16
0.21
0.10
0.16
0.19
0.06
0.26
0.14
0.07
0.10
0.18
0.15
0.18
0.18
0.08
0.17
0.08
0.09
0.12
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.03
0.08
0.07
0.02
0.07

LSC
0.15
0.17
0.06
0.16
0.88
0.89
0.76
0.87
0.05
0.04
0.03
-0.05
-0.06
0.17
-0.07
0.18
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.14
0.22
0.15
0.07
0.04
0.01
0.07
0.03
-0.01
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.12
0.03
0.09
-0.03
-0.04
-0.04
-0.01
-0.05
-0.08
-0.03
-0.04
-0.04

F
0.19
0.21
0.23
0.06
0.03
0.04
-0.01
0.03
0.73
0.72
0.72
0.00
0.08
0.09
0.04
0.15
0.17
0.04
0.11
0.19
0.02
0.19
0.11
0.14
0.15
0.15
0.08
0.15
0.17
0.12
0.10
0.16
-0.06
0.06
0.04
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.08
0.00
0.01
0.09
0.04

LT
-0.03
0.10
0.13
0.04
-0.03
-0.01
0.00
-0.03
0.04
0.10
0.14
0.85
0.83
0.61
0.85
0.12
0.04
0.07
0.05
0.00
-0.02
-0.03
0.00
0.08
0.02
-0.01
0.14
0.15
0.21
0.17
0.08
0.12
0.13
0.11
0.17
0.15
0.19
0.06
0.08
0.03
0.08
0.07
0.09

EF
0.15
0.16
0.15
0.18
0.08
0.07
0.15
0.05
0.11
0.20
0.23
0.13
0.07
0.12
-0.08
0.73
0.80
0.75
0.82
0.18
0.17
0.23
0.14
0.22
0.18
0.27
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.17
0.24
0.16
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.02
0.00
0.07
0.06
-0.01
0.04

SC
0.23
0.19
0.17
0.12
0.18
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.13
0.25
0.21
0.00
-0.08
0.01
0.03
0.19
0.11
0.33
0.17
0.80
0.77
0.74
0.78
0.20
0.15
0.06
0.24
0.13
0.19
0.14
0.36
0.03
0.04
0.15
0.11
0.09
0.08
-0.04
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.04

ACB
0.09
0.14
0.17
0.07
0.08
0.06
-0.04
0.04
0.26
0.18
0.15
0.02
0.09
0.00
0.11
0.20
0.16
0.12
0.20
0.10
0.16
0.20
0.05
0.73
0.74
0.74
0.21
0.16
0.17
0.25
0.13
0.07
0.15
0.11
0.13
0.10
0.14
0.02
0.07
0.16
0.09
0.03
0.08

IPA
0.07
0.10
0.15
0.23
-0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.14
0.09
0.24
0.07
0.10
0.30
0.05
0.12
0.11
0.06
0.12
0.12
0.09
0.16
0.15
0.19
0.19
0.17
0.74
0.71
0.71
0.66
0.09
0.08
0.14
-0.06
0.22
0.14
0.18
0.19
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.17
0.14

AUTO
0.14
0.07
0.12
0.16
0.05
0.03
0.11
0.06
0.11
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.03
0.14
0.18
0.17
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.18
0.10
0.01
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.63
0.73
0.78
0.73
0.08
0.06
0.12
0.05
0.10
0.00
-0.01
0.06
0.08

FLOW
0.09
0.18
0.02
0.01
-0.05
-0.01
0.00
-0.02
0.13
0.09
0.08
0.12
0.10
0.13
0.12
0.09
0.11
0.02
0.12
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.10
0.07
0.14
0.10
0.22
0.16
0.19
0.22
0.05
-0.01
0.08
0.14
0.86
0.89
0.83
0.10
0.06
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.13

BA
0.08
0.06
-0.03
0.05
0.01
-0.02
-0.12
-0.01
0.11
0.10
0.07
0.01
0.06
0.11
0.01
-0.01
0.07
0.05
0.02
0.06
0.03
-0.02
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.16
0.18
0.06
0.07
-0.09
0.16
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.85
0.87
0.85
0.12
0.10
0.11

PI
0.02
0.09
0.05
0.06
-0.04
-0.03
-0.08
0.04
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.08
0.02
0.03
0.11
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.00
0.05
0.05
0.09
0.15
0.24
0.13
0.15
0.10
-0.03
0.07
0.03
0.13
0.08
0.16
0.08
0.16
0.08
0.93
0.90
0.92

Key
CG = Clear goals
LSC = Loss of self-consciousness
F = Focus
LT= Lost sense of time
EF = Explicit feedback
SC = Sense of control
ACB = Activity challenge balance
IPA = Intrinsic pleasure of action
AUTO = Automaticity
FLOW = Flow construct
BA = Brand Attitude
PI = Purchase Intent

Next, the reliabilities were assessed using the procedures for calculating the
composite reliabilities, as outlined by Fornell and Larcker (1981). Additionally, the
standard deviations, means, and Cronbach’s Alphas for each construct were examined.
As shown in Table 5.4, the reliabilities for the 12 constructs were all acceptable. Each
construct reliability exceeded the 0.70 threshold, ranging from 0.79 (AUTO) to 0.95 (PI)
(Nunnally 1978).
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The assessment of convergent and discriminant validity was performed by
examining the average variance extracted (AVE) (Anderson 1988). Convergent validity
refers to whether a latent variable correlates with other variables/items designed to
measure that same construct. Discriminant validity refers to whether the items measuring
a construct discriminate the construct from other, unrelated constructs.
The AVE for each construct exceeded the prior established 0.50 threshold
(Fornell 1981). This assessment demonstrates that each construct shares more variance
with its measures than with other constructs. A comparison between the squared root of
the AVE of each construct and the corresponding construct correlations provides further
evidence of discriminant validity, with each AVE being larger than its respective squared
correlations (Fornell 1981). A summary of the standard deviations, means, average
variance extracted, and construct reliabilities appears in Table 5.4. The correlation
matrix is displayed in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.4: Summary of Reliability and Convergent & Discriminant Validity
Statistics
Mean

Std Dev

Cron α

CR

AVE

Clear Goals

3.81

0.73

0.85

0.85

0.58

Loss of Self-consciousness

3.56

0.99

0.90

0.90

0.70

Focus

3.55

0.90

0.86

0.86

0.67

Lost Sense of Time

3.26

0.86

0.85

0.85

0.59

Explicit Feedback

3.49

0.77

0.90

0.90

0.70

Sense of Control

3.76

0.81

0.89

0.89

0.68

Activity vs. Challenge Balance

3.48

0.78

0.84

0.84

0.64

Intrinsic Pleasure of Action

3.77

0.81

0.90

0.90

0.70

Automaticity

3.34

0.75

0.79

0.81

0.52

Flow

4.26

1.58

0.94

0.94

0.83

Brand Attitude

5.57

1.20

0.88

0.88

0.71

Purchase Intent

3.59

1.12

0.95

0.95

0.86

Variable
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Table 5.5: Correlation Matrix

1 Clear goals
2 Loss of self-consciousness
3 Focus
4 Lost sense of time
5 Explicit feedback
6 Sense of control
7 Activity vs. challenge balance
8 Intrinsic pleasure of action
9 Automaticity
10 Flow
11 Brand Attitude
12 Purchase Intent

1
2
3
4
5
6
0.76
0.32**
0.83
0.62**
0.15**
0.82
0.22**
-0.01
0.26**
0.77
0.52**
0.29**
0.51**
0.22**
0.84
0.53**
0.33**
0.51**
0.08
0.53**
0.82
0.43**
0.14**
0.53**
0.22**
0.53**
0.44**
0.50**
0.07
0.55**
0.41**
0.44**
0.46**
0.41**
0.21**
0.37**
0.31**
0.43**
0.40**
0.30**
-0.03
0.35**
0.38**
0.31**
0.27**
0.18**
-0.07
0.27**
0.18**
0.15**
0.14*
0.19**
-0.06
0.23**
0.22**
0.14**
0.15**
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
The square root of for each AVE is depicted in boldface on the diagonal.
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7

8

9

10

11

0.80
0.54**
0.41**
0.37**
0.27**
0.23**

0.84
0.35**
0.54**
0.44**
0.41**

0.70
0.28**
0.17**
0.16**

0.91
0.29**
0.32**

0.84
0.28**

12

0.93

The overall fit of the measurement model to the data was also evaluated using
several fit indices. The indices utilized were adopted based upon their use and acceptance
within the psychometric literature, demonstrating their reliability and capacity to properly
assess model fit. The ratio of Chi-square (χ²) to the degrees of freedom (df), or the
relative chi-square, is one of the most common fit statistics used in the literature for CFA.
Also used was the comparative fit index (CFI), which is known for being one of the most
reliable incremental fit indices. Additionally, the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), also known
as the Non-normed Fit Index (NNFI), is highly stable as it is not sensitive to sample size
or model complexity (Hu 1999; Tucker 1973). Lastly, the root mean square of
approximation (RMSEA) is a reliable measure of absolute fit, computing the average lack
of fit per degree of freedom, while remaining insensitive to large sample sizes and model
complexity.
An assessment of overall model fit indicates that chi-square/df of 1155.12 / 794
(or 1.45), is within the reasonable threshold of acceptability of less than 3:1 (Carmines
1981; Kline 1998). The CFI and TLI were also both above their respective cutoff or
0.95, indicating an excellent and stable fit between the model and the data (Anderson
1988; Hu 1999). This outcome is well above the 0.90 threshold specified in prior
literature (Bentler 1990; Bollen 1984; Bollen 1989).Lastly, at 0.027, the RMSEA was
well below the acceptable cutoff of 0.05. Taken together, these results indicate very
strong overall model fit and support for the validity and reliability of the measures
(Bearden 1982). A summary of the overall model fit indices is provided in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Model Fit Indices of the CFA
Chi-square = 1155.12 / 794
TLI = 0.957
CFI = 0.964
RMSEA = 0.027
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Common method bias was assessed during the CFA using Harmon’s one-factor
test (McFarlin 1992). If common method bias poses a threat to the analysis, a single
factor would account for all manifest variables (Podsakoff 1986). The factor analysis
was run in SPSS 14, indicating that all factors accounted for 75.5% of the variance with
the first factor explaining only 29% of the variance. The results of this test indicate that
common method bias was not a threat to the study.
5.2.2 Assessment of the Structural Model
Following confirmation of the measurement model, the structural model was
examined and the overall model fit was assessed. The results of the structural model test
reveal strong overall support for the hypothesized model. The chi-square statistic was
well within the range of acceptability (1.0-3.0) for overall model fit (χ² = 1247.52, df =
813, χ²/df ratio = 1.53), as was expected based upon the results of the CFA (Marsh 1988).
At 0.957 and 0.952, the TLI and CFI are both above their respective 0.95 cutoffs. Lastly,
RMSEA was below 0.05. The overall assessment of fit for the structural model is
summarized in Table 5.7.

Table 5.7: Summary of Overall Structural Model Fit Indices

Chi-square = 1247.52 /813
TLI = 0.957
CFI = 0.952
RMSEA = 0.039
The path coefficients and significance levels are summarized in Table 5.8. Also
included in Table 5.8 are the p-value’s, which represent the approximate two-tailed
probabilities for each latent variable. The explanatory power of the structural model was
assessed using the R2 value (Figure 5.1). R2 indicates the variance accounted for in the
model’s dependent constructs by the independent constructs. The results from testing
each specific hypothesis are discussed below.
The first nine hypotheses assessed the antecedents of flow, examining how each
subject’s perception of his virtual world activity influenced his mental state of flow. H1a
predicted that an individual’s perceived level of goal clarity associated with the virtual
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world activity would positively influence his level of flow. This hypothesis was not
supported (β = 0.002, where β = path coefficient). H1b, which predicted that an
individual’s loss of self-consciousness associated with the virtual world activity would
positively influence a subject’s level of flow, was marginally significant at the p < 0.10
level (β = -0.104), but in the opposite direction than was hypothesized. H1c, predicting
that a subject’s focus during the virtual world activity would positively influence her
level of flow, was not supported (β = -0.015).
H1d, examining an individual’s lost sense of time during the virtual world
activity, relative to her level of flow, was supported (β = 0.175). H1e, which predicted
the relationship between the subject’s perception of explicit feedback during the virtual
world activity and her level of flow, was not supported (β = -0.05). Neither was H1f,
which examined the subject’s perception of control during the virtual world activity,
relative to her level of flow (β = 0.034).
H1g examined the subject’s perception of his ability versus the challenge
presented by the virtual activity, and how this relates to his mental state of flow. This
relationship was not supported (β = 0.054). The subject’s perception of her intrinsic
pleasure of action related to the virtual world activity and her mental state of flow was
assessed in H1h, which was supported (β = 0.44). However, H1i, the perception that the
subject’s actions during the activity felt automatic, thus contributing to his mental state of
flow, was not supported (β = 0.042).
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Table 5.8: Summary of Path Results

The second hypothesis assessed the relationship between a subject’s mental state
of flow and his attitude about the brand. H2 was strongly supported (β = 0.34). The third
and final hypothesis, examining the relationship between the subject’s attitudes about the
brand and her intention to purchase product(s) sold by the brand, was also supported (β =
0.33).
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Clear Goals

Loss of Self Consciousness

Focus

0.002
-0.104**

Lost Sense of Time

-0.015
0.175*

Explicit Feedback

0.05

Flow

0.34*

R2= 0.39

Brand
Attitude
R2= 0.12

0.33*

Purchase Intent
R2= 0.11

0.034
Sense of Control

0.054
0.44*

Activity Vs. Challenge
Balance

0.042
* = p < 0.05

Intrinsic Pleasure of Action

** = p < 0.10
Automaticity

Figure 5.1: Path Model Results

5.3 Post-hoc Analysis
Three post-hoc models were investigated in order to explore additional possible
relationships between flow and the other latent variables examined in this study. The
first post-hoc model examines all of the original relationships from the hypothesized
model, with the exception of one additional path. This new path hypothesizes that an
individual’s level of flow positively influences his/her intention to purchase a product
offered by a brand. The results of the structural analysis indicate a slight improvement
over the hypothesized model.
In terms of the overall fit of the first post-hoc model, the chi-square statistic was
within the recommended range (1.0-3.0) for overall fit (χ² = 1223.62, df = 812, χ²/df ratio
= 1.51). TLI and CFI were also strong, at 0.957 and 0.952, respectively. Lastly, RMSEA
was below 0.05, with a reported value of 0.038. These results are very comparable to
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those of the original model. The overall assessment of fit for the post-hoc model is
summarized in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: Summary of Overall Post-hoc Model Fit Indices

Chi-square
TLI
CFI
RMSEA

Post-hoc Analysis
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
1223.62 / 812 1239.45 / 729 1058.63 / 694
0.954
0.939
0.959
0.959
0.943
0.954
0.038
0.045
0.039

A further examination of the first model revealed that the strength and
significance of the path coefficients are similar to the original model. However, the
additional path from flow to purchase intent was found to be significant. This indicates
that in addition to an individual’s attitude about a brand, his/her mental state during the
activity also contributes to a participant’s intention to purchase a product marketed by a
brand.
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Figure 5.2: Post-hoc Model 1 Path Results

The discovery of the relationship between flow and purchase intent is important,
as it further contributes to our knowledge of virtual world marketing. This relationship
needs to be further explored with future research. However, it appears that several
factors may contribute to an individual’s intention to purchase a product marketed by a
brand.
The second post-hoc model examined the relationship between each of the flow
antecedents and brand attitude. The third and final post-hoc model assessed flow as a
second order construct consisting of all 9 dimensions. These tests were performed to
further validate flow as a construct separate from its antecedents that mediates the
relationships between perceptions of the activity and outcomes, such as brand attitude.
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Figure 5.3: Post-hoc Model 2 Path Results

The results of both the second and third post-hoc models indicated similar overall
model fit for the original and all post hoc models. When flow is removed as the mediator
between perceptions of the activity and brand attitude, intrinsic pleasure of action is the
only significant predictor, indicating that flow only partially mediates the relationship
between intrinsic pleasure of action and brand attitude. Surprisingly, none of the other
dimensions of flow had a significant influence on brand attitudes. The results also do not
validate the theoretical argument that flow is distinct from perceptions of the activity.
The model did not demonstrate significantly better fit when flow is modeled as a separate
construct assessing the actual mental state rather than a higher-order constructs consisting
of all 9 dimensions. However, flow as a mental state performed equally well, and only
requires 3 items to assess, in contrast to the 36-40 items needed to assess all 9 flow
dimensions. This conclusion supports the assertion that flow should be assessed
separately from its antecedents in future studies.
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Figure 5.4: Post-hoc Model 3 Path Results

5.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the statistical results from the assessment of the
measurement and structural models. A confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to
assess the reliability, convergent and discriminant validity, and construct validity of the
underlying model. The CFA revealed excellent overall model fit.
Following the CFA, the structural model was examined. Again, overall model fit
proved strong. An examination of the path coefficients for each hypothesis revealed
support for two of the nine perceptions of the activity (lost sense of time, and intrinsic
pleasure of action), and one marginally significant relationship, but in the opposite
direction (loss of self-consciousness). Additionally, the relationships between flow,
brand attitude, and purchase intent were all supported. These findings reveal that flow
has antecedents, as opposed to being a unidimensional construct, and that perceptions of
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an activity can be separated from the resulting mental state. Additionally, these findings
show that there is a connection between a virtual world participant’s mental state and
brand attitude formation. Lastly, these findings represent the first confirmation of such
relationships within the virtual world context.
Finally, an additional, alternative model with implications for future research was
explored. This post-hoc model indicates that flow not only impacts a virtual world
participant’s attitude about a brand, but also contributes directly to their intention to
purchase a digital product from a brand. The next chapter will review and discuss the
study’s findings. It will also discuss the limitations and implications for future research.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION

6.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a review of the dissertation study along with a discussion of
the findings. The first part of this chapter reviews the purpose of the study. Next, the
empirical results and theoretical implications relating to each hypothesis of the study are
discussed. After that, the practical implications are presented. Then, the limitations of
the study along with opportunities for future research are explored. Lastly, this chapter
concludes with some final thoughts.
6.2 Review of Study Purpose and Results
This study was developed to expand scholarly knowledge about an issue of
legitimate concern to businesses. The overarching business concern addressed was how a
consumer’s activity with a brand in a virtual world might influence his/her intention to
purchase the brand’s product. Until this point, it appeared that most businesses only
viewed virtual worlds as a new marketing channel, much like any other, for advertising
products and services. Frequently, a virtual world participant visiting the location of a
brand would simply encounter billboard type imagery about the products and services
offered by the brand, as opposed to an interactive activity with branded products and/or
services. Virtual worlds offer an opportunity for businesses to market the products and
services of their brands to new customers, in new and exciting ways. Therefore, a
strategy employed in a traditional e-commerce context may not prove successful in a
virtual world.
The purpose of this study was to gain an understanding of how virtual world
participants perceive brands marketed within a virtual world activity. More specifically,
this study examined how the perceptions of a virtual world activity influence a virtual
world participant’s mental state, known as flow. Furthermore, the impact of the virtual
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world participant’s mental state of flow and his/her attitude toward a brand and intention
to purchase a product from the brand were also assessed.
Using a reconceptualization of flow theory, the following general relationships
were hypothesized: 1) A virtual world participant’s perception of a virtual world activity
directly influences his/her mental state, in terms of level of flow; 2) A virtual world
participant’s level of flow influences his/her attitude toward a brand; 3) A virtual world
participant’s attitude toward a brand directly influences his/her intention to purchase a
product from that brand.
This study utilized a field experiment design involving participants within Planet
Calypso, part of the Entropia Universe virtual world platform developed by MindArk.
Study subjects came from the population of participants at the annually held Miss
Calypso beauty pageant. The Miss Calypso pageant lasted for approximately one hour,
during which Calypso-branded fashions were modeled. In the case of this study, all
products of the Calypso brand were only available digitally. Following the voting and
awarding of prizes to winning contestants, participants were provided a link to a webbased survey.
The data from the 348 usable responses were analyzed and the hypotheses tested
using AMOS, a well-known software package capable of assessing complex path models.
AMOS is widely accepted within the MIS and marketing literature streams, upon which
this study is based, as well as other fields of social science. This study was successful in
demonstrating that an individual’s perceptions of an activity are antecedents of flow. The
overarching relationships hypothesized within this study were supported, although the
majority of the hypothesized relationships between perceptions of the activity and level
of flow were not. More specifically, certain perceptions of a virtual world participant’s
experience in a brand related virtual world activity contribute to his/her level of flow.
Also, a virtual world participant’s level of flow contributes to his/her attitude about a
brand. Lastly, a virtual world participant’s attitude about a brand directly influences
his/her intention to purchase a product from that brand.
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6.3 Implications for Theory
To gain an understanding of the implications for theory, the findings from each
hypothesis test are reviewed to determine which may have the most significance on our
understanding of flow within virtual worlds.
6.3.1 Flow
The first overarching hypothesis (H1a-i) predicted that a positive perception of a
virtual world activity on the part of a participant would positively influence his/her level
of flow. The individual relationships tested within this hypothesis had mixed results. Of
the nine individual relationships tested, only two were fully supported.
H1a examined the relationship between goal clarity and a virtual world
participant’s level of flow. This relationship was not significant. This is interesting since
all participants of Miss Calypso knew the intended objective of the event was to
determine the next Miss Calypso. An explanation for this might stem from the nature of
the event itself and that the subjects in this study came from the audience. The activities
taking place within the audience during the Miss Calypso pageant were less structured.
This is surprising given that the descriptive statistics clearly indicate that participants
understood the goals (Mean = 3.81, SD = 0.73). This could be related to the progression
vs. emergent dimension characterizing different virtual world activities. On the
progression extreme, MMORPGs such as EverQuest or WOW typically have explicit,
adventure related goals such as slaying the dragon. In contrast, Miss Calypso was a
social activity that was emergent via the interactions of the avatars. Therefore, while it
may be true that a lack of goal clarity reduces the level of flow, goal clarity may not
always be needed.
H1b predicted that an individual’s loss of self-consciousness associated with a
virtual world activity would influence his/her level of flow. This hypothesis was not
supported, but marginally significant in the opposite direction at the p < 0.10 level,
indicating that participants in the Miss Calypso activity had a greater level of flow when
they were more self-consciousness. While the activities within the audience were
somewhat unstructured, most of the attention was being devoted towards the competitors
onstage. This can be observed in Figure 6.1. Given that this was a beauty pageant,
participants may have felt self-conscious about the appearance of their avatars. Self-
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consciousness could apply to either the avatar or the participant controlling the avatar.
This has an interesting implication for virtual world research, is it self consciousness
about the avatar, or the person in the real world?

Figure 6.1: Miss Calypso Beauty Pageant
Alternatively, in prior literature the boundaries between real life and the digital
life participants of virtual worlds experience, a feature known as the “magic circle,” are
porous (Castronova 2005). Often times, virtual world participants are unable to
distinguish between the persona of their avatar and that of themselves (Hooker 2008;
Turkle 1984; Turkle 1995). In the activity examined, virtual world participants may have
conducted a form of self-verification or assessment, to ensure that their own self concept
was congruent with their own personal identity, as well as that of their avatar’s
(Sedikides 2007; Sedikides 1997; Trope 1986). Self-verification is one of four primary
self-conscious and evaluative motives. Self-assessment, or the act of seeking an accurate
self concept, may also have come into play when assessing H1b. Likewise, selfenhancement (the act of seeking a positive self-concept) and self-improvement (the act of
bettering one’s self) may have also factored into the relationship between loss of self-
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consciousness and flow (Sedikides 1993). Since the context of the event was a beauty
pageant, some subjects may have at least partly been attuned to the style presented by
their own avatar, while also considering how their avatar might be a reflection of
themselves. Although H1b received support at the p < 0.10 level, the real vs. virtual
relationship between the avatar and the participant controlling it must be considered when
examining self-consciousness in future flow-related studies.
H1c, which hypothesized that increased levels of focus during a virtual world
activity would positively influence a participant’s level of flow, was also unsupported.
Again, the activity within this study consisted of an event where subjects were observing
the pageant competitors and interacting socially with one another. Therefore, this finding
may be due in part to the nature of the activity. Walking, standing, and observing may
not require intensely focused attention, where as another virtual world activity, such as
swinging a golf club, may require more focus.
Given that the competition was a very active and social event for all involved, it is
also not surprising that H1d was strongly supported. This specific hypothesis assessed
the relationship between the perception of loss of time during the activity and its impact
upon the virtual world participant’s level of flow.
H1e-g examined the relationships between explicit feedback, sense of control, and
activity vs. challenge balance, respectively. All three hypotheses were found not to be
significant. Again, the nature of the Miss Calypso pageant may have contributed to these
results. First, participants did receive clear and explicit feedback about their performance
in the activity by being able to see their placement in the audience and gauge reactions
from the other audience members, but explicit feedback about performing as an audience
member was not relevant to the level of flow. Second, in terms of sense of control,
descriptive statistics indicate high perceptions of sense of control (Mean = 3.76, SD =
0.81). This indicates that sense of control may not be as relevant for emergent activities
focused more on socialization. Third, the activity may not have been particularly
challenging to participants, especially given the demographics of the respondents to the
survey, which indicated high levels of experience with virtual worlds. The participants
were there simply to watch the competitors move across the catwalk. If the experience
had been a more game-oriented activity, the results might have been entirely different.
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H1h was strongly supported. This hypothesis examined a virtual world
participant’s intrinsic pleasure of action in relation to his/her level of flow, where
intrinsic pleasure of action refers to the enjoyment a participant perceives relative to the
activity at hand. In the case of the Miss Calypso beauty pageant, study subjects
perceived the activity to be quite enjoyable.
Lastly, H1i was not supported. This hypothesis assessed the participant’s
perception of automaticity in relation to his/her level of flow. The Miss Calypso pageant
was a social event with random interactions, so it is not entirely surprising that this
hypothesis was not significant. Again, had the activity been based on competition rather
than social participation, this result might have been different.
One of the contributions of this study is that it tested a full, but reconceptualized,
model of flow with its key indicators; the results only garnering significance on three of
the nine indicators tested. However, the non-significant results may have been a result of
the type of activity in which study subjects participated. What was discovered is that
creating engaging and intrinsically pleasurable activities that cause participants to lose
their sense of time are critical for influencing their level of flow. Although only two of
the hypothesized antecedents were significant in this activity, they explained a significant
amount of variance in flow (39%). This lends support for the “strategic selection”
strategy employed in prior flow research, where antecedents/dimensions are selected
specifically in accordance with the activity.
Other antecedents of flow, depending upon the type of activity participants
participate in, may also play a role. For instance, one difference in a socially-oriented
activity is that participants become more self-conscious, suggesting that flow is
heightened when the anxieties are directed towards the avatar. The results of this study
suggest that activities that are intrinsically enjoyable and distort time are sufficient for
engendering high levels of flow. More progression/scripted activities are likely to
depend more upon goals, clear feedback, skill match, and automaticity to result in high
levels of flow. It can be argued that intrinsic pleasure of action may be less influential on
flow in some instances, such as MMORPGs, where participation is often highly stressful
and peer-influenced.
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Therefore, the theoretical contribution is nonetheless significant. Flow has
recently gained momentum as a theoretical perspective used within both the IS and
marketing literature streams. Prior studies using flow casually selected dimensions of
Csíkszentmihályi’s (1975) nine dimension definition of flow which they believed were
specifically connected with their studies, ignoring others. As a result, the IS and
marketing literature streams were littered with multiple definitions of flow. Additionally,
varying methods for measuring flow were found in prior literature. Often times, flow
was not being assessed at all. Rather, constructs similar to flow combined with related
constructs from other theories were measured. More recently, it was suggested that
antecedents of flow might exist (Quinn 2005). However, no known test of such a model
had been conducted until this study. This is why it was imperative that flow be
reconceptualized and fully tested. In doing so, a consistent definition and measures of
flow were also confirmed.
Additionally, Hoffman & Novak (2009) suggested that virtual worlds are a prime
context/technology for examining flow theory. Again, up until this point, no known test
of flow within the virtual world context had been performed. Given the diversity of
virtual world types, separating perceptions of the activity from the resulting mental state
is important for understanding participation in virtual worlds. In summary, these
contributions are important to not only establishing a foundation for flow theory’s use
within the virtual world context, but also in creating a more consistent understanding of
flow within the IS and marketing literature streams, where the theory has been used
inconsistently.
We also now know that flow has separate indicators, which had not been
previously verified. This provides a strong foundation for future studies to build upon.
Furthermore, future studies using different types of virtual world activities may help to
confirm other indicators not found significant within this study.
6.3.2 Brand Attitude and Purchase Intent
This study’s findings are important for IS and marketing academics alike. The
testing of brand attitudes and purchase intentions, in combination with flow, are
important contributions for better understanding virtual commerce mechanisms within
virtual worlds. Prior to this study, no empirical evidence existed to support the
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relationships between a virtual world participant’s mental state and subsequent behavioral
intentions that contribute to virtual world commerce. This section summarizes the results
of tests on these relationships.
The second hypothesis of this dissertation study examined the relationship
between a virtual world participant’s level of flow resulting from their perceptions of an
experience, and its relationship with his/her attitudes about a brand. This hypothesis was
found to be strongly significant. An individual’s level of flow strongly influences his/her
attitude about a brand, where the higher the level of flow, the more positive brand
impression. However, one surprising finding is the low amount of variance explained in
brand attitudes (12%). Since this was the first study to link flow with brand attitude,
future studies should examine additional antecedents influencing brand attitudes.
The third and final hypothesis tested in this dissertation assessed the relationship
between a virtual world participant’s attitude about a brand, and his/her intention to
purchase a digital product offered by the brand. H3 was also found to be strongly
significant. Clearly, the attitude a virtual world participant has towards a brand
contributes to a participant’s intention to purchase from the brand at a later date.
The significance of H2 is important, as it is the first known test of the relationship
between flow and brand attitude. Additionally, it is an even greater contribution
considering that this was the first assessment of this relationship conducted within the
virtual world context. It is recommended that academics consider this finding when
preparing future studies examining brand attitudes within virtual worlds.
The relationship between brand attitude and purchase intention is also important.
This relationship has been examined by past studies (Aaker 1980; Chandon et al. 2005;
Green 1978; Morwitz et al. 1993; Morwitz et al. 2007; Mullet 1985; Peterson 1982;
Smith 1983). However, much like the relationship tested by H2, it had yet to have been
examined within the virtual world context. Therefore, the discovery of this relationship
while using this technology is of significant merit, as well as the low variance explained
(11%), suggesting other important predictors beyond the scope of this model.
It has been said that strong business academic research often begins with a
business problem. The quantity of virtual world users is expected to only continue to
grow (Dell 2007). As this growth occurs, multiple new demographics will be created.
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As was seen in the results of this study, participants of the Miss Calypso pageant fit
within several age bands with 32%, 41%, and 19% of participants fitting being between
the ages of 18-25, 26-35, and 36-45, respectively. Additionally, approximately 80% of
respondents were college educated, indicating that they may have more disposable
income than those individuals who are not college educated. Adding to these
demographics, marketers also need to be concerned with whether they are high
socializers or high gamers in virtual worlds. According to representatives from MindArk,
these numbers are consistent with Entropia Universe participants in general.
Additionally, they are consistent with the demographic information captured in studies
using other virtual world platforms, such as Second Life (Hooker 2008). Furthermore,
how virtual world users perceive brands for their avatar(s) may have carry over effects
within the real world, thereby potentially splitting the demographic again between the
avatar and the participant controlling it.
Given these demographics and forecasts, it is likely only a matter of time before
more businesses choose virtual worlds as an additional channel for marketing the
products and services of their brands. However, without the knowledge of how a virtual
world participant’s mental state relates to his/her attitudes about and purchase intentions
of a brand, efforts on the part of businesses may not be fruitful. They might be more apt
to market branded products if this relationship is clear, and if marketing strategies within
virtual worlds are properly executed.
Solving this business problem underscores the value of this study within the
academic community. Until this point, flow theory was improperly measured and
utilized. No known connection between flow and brand attitude had been found, or even
tested. Furthermore, the relationship between brand attitude and purchase intent for
products marketed within virtual worlds was not known. It is recommended that future
similar studies also take these relationships into account.
6.4 Implications for Practice
This study’s purpose was to address a current marketing issue within virtual
worlds. This issue centered upon how brands enable the marketing of digital products
within virtual worlds to better reach current and potential customers. This is an issue that
has implications for both the B2C and B2B marketing.
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Virtual worlds are forecasted to see increased levels of revenue growth, with
some of this growth being attributed to revenues from digital products, calling further
attention to the potential value of this study’s findings for businesses (Figures 6.2 and
6.3). From a B2C standpoint, it is important for businesses to remember that virtual
worlds present information in a way which mimics reality. Virtual worlds offer a vivid
experience through the use of rich audio, video, text, animation, and social interaction.
The technology has the ability to attract and retain our attention and excite the
imagination (Nisbett 1980). Virtual world participation facilitates a sense of “being
there” that in some ways is consistent with the verisimilitude and richness of being in a
real brick and mortar retail environment (Biocca 1997; Klein 2003; Suh 2005; Watson
2002).

Figure 6.2: Virtual World Revenue Forecast (Adopted from KZero)

Given this, the approach taken by marketers operating within virtual worlds is
different than that used in traditional e-commerce. The static, billboard type imagery
used in most e-commerce advertising may not be as effective as new methods that lead
virtual world participants/consumers into a positive mental state. This study connected
cognitive factors with behavioral intentions, thereby providing evidence that perceptions
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of a virtual world activity by a participant can ultimately lead to the potential for a
revenue generating transaction.

Figure 6.3: Virtual Goods Revenue Forecast (Adopted from KZero)

Based upon the results of this study, it is recommenced that businesses first seek
to improve two elements when marketing brands and their associated products to virtual
world participants. The first of these elements is the creation of an intrinsically enjoyable
experience. If bored, virtual participants may not reach the optimal mental state
necessary for monetizing their interest in a branded product. Secondly, the experience
must create a perception of lost sense of time for the participants. This increases the
“stickiness” of the branded area, further creating the potential for attachment with a brand
and its products. It is possible that this would not only work for the sale of digital
products, but “real life” products, as well.
Improvement of the B2C mechanisms businesses use to market to virtual world
participants also has B2B implications. While focusing on creating enjoyable, branded
experiences that cause virtual world participants to lose track of time, providers of virtual
worlds are improving the revenue creation mechanism between business and consumers.
Success in this area will ultimately make the technology more attractive to many
businesses that might have otherwise avoided the application of virtual world technology
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for marketing products from their brand(s). This may help to improve B2B relationships
between businesses and virtual world providers.
6.5 Limitations and Future Research
Despite the contributions of this study for both research and practice, it is not
without its limitations. In this study, the primary limitation is in the generalizability of
findings. This stems from the use of only one virtual world, the focus on a sole digital
product, as well as the type of activity examined.
First, Entropia Universe’s Planet Calypso was the only data site utilized for this
study. As noted in the opening of this study, Entropia Universe is one of many different
virtual worlds. Entropia Universe was chosen because it is one of the most diversified
virtual worlds in regards to its emergence vs. progression and reality vs. fantasy elements.
It is also one of the most culturally diverse, as exemplified by the data sample for this
dissertation study, which encompassed virtual world participants from thirty-five
different nations. This makes Entropia Universe an ideal platform for a first examination
of many of the relationships tested within this study. However, it still represents only one
virtual world. Each virtual world is slightly different, some more oriented towards
gaming than others, thereby creating the potential for different types or expectations of
virtual world consumers.
Second, in addition to different types of virtual worlds and consumers, certain
products, or even services, may be marketed more effectively in some virtual worlds than
others. However, it is possible that varying the branding activities created by businesses
for specific products could mitigate this concern. It is suggested that future research
examine the relationships tested across other virtual world platforms and cultures, using
different types of activities, as well as both products and services. In addition to
examining digital products and services, real products and services need to be examined
to look at the potential for spillover effects between the virtual world and real life. As
was noted, the boundaries between the virtual world and reality are porous. Furthermore,
in many cases brands may be appealing to two consumers: the avatar, as well as the
participant controlling it.
In addition, other activities beyond socially emergent and goal-oriented
progression, and those which capture the multiple roles virtual world participants may
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have within those activities should be examined. Another limitation that reduces the
generalizability of the findings is that subjects in this study were avid virtual world users,
with greater than 95% visiting virtual worlds more than once a week.
The results of the post-hoc analysis point out that flow impacts brand attitudes.
However, as was shown, flow may also contribute directly to the purchase intentions of
the virtual world participant. As a result, it is suggested that future research fully
examine this relationship. Other topics such as attitudes about virtual world shopping,
exploratory behavior within virtual worlds, and person/avatar gender should also be
examined, as they may influence the relationships tested, as well.
6.6 Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to examine ways to improve marketing efforts to
virtual world participants on the part of brands. In addressing this issue, this study built
and tested a full model of flow, separating the perceptions associated with the activity
from the resulting mental state. This research also connected flow with brand attitudes
and with behavioral intentions regarding online shopping. Furthermore, it is notable that
this was the first test of these relationships within the virtual world context.
Altogether, 348 survey responses from participants in thirty-five different
countries were gathered from an online survey. This study utilized a field experiment
design examining a virtual world experience known as the Miss Calypso beauty pageant.
This annually held event was conducted in one of the largest and most profitable virtual
worlds currently in existence, Entropia Universe.
The results of this study confirm that flow can be defined as a separate mental
state with at least two antecedents, as opposed to a unidemensional construct.
Additionally, a participant’s level of flow should have a positive and direct impact upon
his/her attitude about a brand and its associated products. Lastly, this dissertation
research solidifies the relationship between brand attitudes and purchase intentions using
virtual worlds, here but with room for additional research. These results have
implications for both academics and practitioners, as they shift what we know about
virtual world marketing, as well as how to more effectively succeed doing so.
Ultimately, it is my hope that this research helps empower businesses to achieve success
in their future virtual world marketing endeavors.
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DIMENSIONS OF FLOW
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Dimensions of Flow
1. Clear Goals

2. Loss of self-consciousness
3. Focus

4. Lost sense of time

5. Explicit feedback

6. Sense of control over activity

7. Absorption in activity

8. Ability vs. challenge balance

9. Intrinsic pleasure of action
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Construct
CG1
CG2
CG3
CG4
LSC1
LSC 2
LSC3
LSC4
F1
F2
F3
F4
LT1
LT2
LT3
LT4
EF1
EF2
EF3
EF4
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
ACB1
ACB2
ACB3
ACB4
IPA1
IPA2

Item
I knew clearly what I was supposed to do.
I had a strong sense of what I need to do.
I knew what I wanted to achieve.
My goals were clearly defined.
I was not concerned with what others may
have been thinking of me.
I was not concerned with how others may
have been evaluating me.
I was not concerned with how I was
presenting myself.
I was not worried about what others may have
been thinking of me.
My attention was focused entirely on what I
was doing.
It was no effort to keep my mind on what was
happening
I had total concentration.
I was completely focused on the activity.
Time seemed to alter (either slowed down or
sped up).
The way time passed seemed to be different
from normal.
It felt like time went by quickly.
I lost my normal awareness of time.
It was clear to me when I was doing well.
I was aware of how well I was performing.
I knew how well I was doing during the
activity.
I could tell by the way I was performing how
well I was doing.
I felt in total control of what I was doing.
I felt like I could control what I was doing.
I had total control.
I felt in total control of my actions.
I was challenged, but my skills allowed me to
meet the challenge.
My abilities matched the challenge of the
activity.
I felt the demands of the activity matched my
level of competency.
The challenge of the activity and my skills
were at an equal level.
I really enjoyed the experience.
I enjoyed the activity and want to do it again.
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Source
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002
Jackson & Eklund 2002

IPA3
IPA4
AUTO1
AUTO2
AUTO3
AUTO4
FLOW1

FLOW2

FLOW3
BA1
BA2
BA3
BA4
BA5
PI1
PI2
PI3

The experience left me feeling great.
I found the experience extremely gratifying.
I made the correct movements without
thinking about trying to do so.
Things just seemed to be happening
automatically.
I performed automatically.
I did things unconsciously without having to
think.
Do you think you have experienced flow in
the Planet Calypso activity you just
participated in?
In general, how frequently would you say you
have experienced “flow” when using Planet
Calypso?
Most of the time I use Planet Calypso I feel
that I am in flow.
Appealing/Unappealing
Bad/Good
Pleasant/Unpleasant
Unfavorable/Favorable
Likable/Unlikable
I intend to purchase through Planet Calypso in
the near future (i.e. next 3 months)
It is likely that I will purchase through Planet
Calypso in the near future
I expect to purchase through Planet Calypso
in the near future (i.e. next 3 months)
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